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INTRODUCTION
”Soft matter” includes a variety of materials ranging from liquid crystals to colloids, from
polymers to foams, gels, granular materials, and to a number of biological materials, such
as cell membranes, proteins, virus and DNA molecules [1, 2]. Soft matter systems are often
referred to as “complex fluids” [3], and both terms give an idea of the most striking features
of these classes of materials. Firstly, the constituting molecules are “soft” as they are easily
deformed by thermal stresses or thermal fluctuations. Small changes in energies lead to great
changes in structure: citing de Gennes, it can be said that soft matter has “large response
functions” [3]. Its physical behavior, in fact, occurs at an energy scale comparable with
the room temperature thermal energy (kBT ) [4], subsequently its dynamical and mechanical
properties can undergo drastic changes because of relatively mild external fields. Secondly,
weak van der Waals, hydrogen bonding or electrostatic intermolecular interactions are often
sufficient to cause the constituent molecules to organize themselves into ”complex”, well-
defined structures at the nanoscale [5].
Thermotropic liquid crystals are a typical example of molecules with this striking property
to self-organization. The anisotropic steric repulsion and attractive forces, in fact, lead the
molecules to align their principal symmetry axis along a common direction, in nematics,
and, in smectics, to further organize themselves into layers. Furthermore, these phases can
be reoriented by the application of modest electric and/or magnetic fields, which couple to
the anisotropy in electrical permittivity or magnetic susceptibility arising from the oriented
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molecules. Other examples of self-organizing materials are amphiphilic molecules forming
micelles, polymers that give rise to a variety of microstructures depending on the composition
and temperature, and phospholipid membranes making up bilayer structures.
A deep knowledge of these microscopic behaviors can lead to the comprehension and
interpretation of experimental results, to an accurate description of structural and dynamical
material properties, up to a prediction of some of the possible engineering, electro-optical,
mechanical or biomedical applications. In fact, the design of materials possessing the desired
physical, chemical and biological requirements can be aided significantly by the detailed
investigation of structure and interactions at molecular scale [6].
Computer simulations represent, in this context, a fundamental resource to access atom-
istic insights into phase structure and processes [5]. Simulations can be used to address spe-
cific questions about the properties of a model system, often more easily than experiments
on the actual system. Of course, experiments remain essential in validating the simulation
methodology as a comparison of simulation and experimental data serve to test the accuracy
of the calculated results and to provide criteria for improving the methodology. Thanks to the
massive increase of computational resources, hardware and software [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], during
the past three decades, this microscopic chemical approach has been useful in understanding
the properties of many different materials, such as polymers [12, 13], liquid crystals [14, 15]
and many biological systems [16, 17, 18, 19]. However, a full comprehension of the relation-
ship between the molecular structure and the resulting macroscopic material properties is
far from being reached. In particular, in liquid crystals field, the extreme sensitivity of the
mesophases to the chemical background [20] makes the understanding of this link a challenge
for the scientific community.
Furthermore, computational techniques allow us to access a full range of time and length
scales, according to the process investigated in the molecular material and, consequently, to
the requested level of molecular detail. In the case of a macromolecule, for example, different
methods are used to study local vibrational motion of atoms and the diffusion of the center
of mass, as these phenomena span more than ten orders of magnitude in time and space.
Quantum mechanical simulations allow electronic structure to be taken into account and are
therefore essential for looking at processes involving reactions and/or electron transfer. This
level of description, however, severely limits both length and time scales (a few hundreds
of atoms for a few ps). Classical force fields, instead, allow for the study of much larger
systems for longer timescales (thousand of atoms for tens of ns at atomistic detail). This
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time window can be sufficient for the study of some phenomena, such as the diffusion of small
molecules or the alignment of molecules in nematic liquid crystals. Micellisation and folding
in macromolecules (as peptides), however, involve scales far beyond the atomistic ones and it
would be unfeasible to run computer simulations of these systems with atomistically detailed
models. More simplified models are employed, namely mesoscale or coarse-grained models
which lump together groups of atoms into larger particles [21, 22, 4, 23, 24]. These models,
even if with significantly simplified interactions, remain close to the chemical structure thus
allowing for the step back and the reintroduction of chemical details (multiscale models).
In this context, the aim of this work is the study of the reliability of novel approaches for
the modeling of soft matter systems, in particular of liquid crystals. After a brief introduction
to these systems in Chapter 1, the validation of a protocol for force field parameterization is
presented in Chapter 2. This protocol was developed by the Pisa group of Liquid Crystals
in 2002 [25] and consists of the derivation of both inter and intramolecular contributions to
the potential from quantum mechanical data. First, the energies of various dimer configura-
tions and of some monomer conformations are computed at suitable levels of theory. Then,
parametric model functions representing intra and intermolecular energies are fitted on these
databases and parameters are derived. Finally, the force field is tested in molecular simu-
lation runs and simulated and experimental properties are compared to assess the quality
of the obtained force field. In Chapter 2 this approach is tested on a mesogenic molecule,
namely 4,4’-diheptylazoxybenzene, making use of an united atom model, while in Chapter 3
the same validation is performed at a higher resolution with a fully atomistic approach. This
investigation has allowed a deeper insight into the strong and weak points of the approach
and has led to an improved strategy where the force field is derived from quantum mechanical
energies of dimer configurations selected with the help of molecular simulations. The latest
development of this improved strategy is presented in Chapter 4: a Fortran code, named
PICKY, is being developed and its beta version has been tested on a simple molecule as a
test case. Finally, Chapter 5 presents a further tool for investigations at atomistic level of
details. It is a Fortran code, named POLDO, for exploring the energy minima of the potential




INTRODUCTION TO LIQUID CRYSTALS
Liquid crystals (LCs) are intermediate states between solid and liquid phases which
exhibit a preferential alignment of molecules along a direction called director. This
alignment makes some physical properties of such phases direction-dependent: this
feature, together with the subsequent possibility of inducing orientational order
through external stimuli, has made them focus of many investigations over the last
century. Beside experimental studies, many computational models have also been
developed, with different degrees of chemical details and, therefore, general validity.
In this Chapter a brief introduction on liquid crystal phases, their properties and
computational studies is given, with major attention on the liquid crystal called
4,4’-diheptylazoxybenzene (HAB). This LC exhibits both a smectic and a nematic
phase and belongs to the azoxybenzene family, one of the first to have been stud-
ied: since its first synthesis in 1972, HAB has been widely characterized, thanks
to its various technological appealing properties. The wealth of experimental data
available and the lack of any computational investigations made him an intriguing
and ideal candidate for in silico studies. This is the reason why HAB was chosen
as benchmark for the validation and development of a force-field parameterization
route (Chapter 2 and 3).
1.1 Liquid crystal phases
Liquid crystals (LCs) are state of matter with properties between those of liquids and solids
and are therefore said to be mesophases. They may be seen as having liquid-like order in at
least one direction and possessing a degree of anisotropy which is characteristic of some sort
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of order [26, 27]. The latter requirement is typically met if the molecules are anisotropic, for
example rod-like (prolate) or disk-like (oblate).
The presence of orientational order in a system of rod-like molecules results in a nematic
phase, that is a phase in which the constituting molecules have their principal symmetry
axes aligned, on average, parallel to a well defined spatial direction n, said director. This









where the mean value 〈· · ·〉 is obtained averaging on all molecules composing the system and θ
is the angle between the molecular long axes and the director. If the molecules are on average
parallel to n, the value of S is positive and ranges from 0 (absence of orientational order) to
1 (crystalline order). This preferential alignment makes some physical properties of nematic
LCs such direction-dependent that they are usually described by second rank tensors.
The presence of positional order in one direction in a nematic phase leads to a smectic phase.
Here, the molecules are arranged in layers so that a one-dimensional periodicity results in the
density profile along the n direction. The smectic order parameter representing the positional




where the mean value 〈· · ·〉 is obtained as above, averaging on all molecules of the system,
r is the position of the molecular center of mass, e is the unit vector normal to the smectic
layers and d is the layer separation. Transitions between the isotropic liquid and the smectic
(Sm) or nematic (N) phase are first order while transitions between N and Sm phases may
be either first or second order, depending upon the coupling between the orientational and
the positional order and therefore on the range of existence of the N phase [28].
Organic molecules that can be seen as rods of length to diameter ratio roughly 3 - 8
exhibit various mesophases at different temperatures and hence are generically referred to
as thermotropic LCs. A common feature of all molecules of this type is that they have a
rigid central core connected to a flexible alkyl chain at one or both ends. Thermotropic LC
phases are various and different. Some of them are free from both chirality and molecular tilt,
which means that n and the layer normal are collinear (as in nematics or SmA). In others the
director is not perpendicular to the layer normal, but makes a relatively large angle (as in
smectic-C). In third ones chirality is present, as in cholesteric phases or in smectic-C*, where
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the director maintains a constant angle with respect to the layer normal while describing a
helical path as the sample is traversed along the direction normal to the smectic planes.
1.1.1 Physical properties
The preferential alignment of molecules in LC materials makes the physical properties of
these phases direction-dependent. This anisotropy can be seen, for example, in the dielectric
susceptibility. This is a scalar quantity in isotropic phases and P, the induced polarization,
is parallel to the direction of the applied electric field, E. On the contrary, in nematic phases
P is not necessarily parallel to E and χe, the dielectric susceptibility, is a a tensor of rank
two, which physically reflects the fact that the induced polarization depends on the direction
of the applied field relative to the symmetry axes of the nematic. However, for uniaxial
nematic liquid phases, the number of independent components is reduced to two: parallel and
perpendicular to the director. This means that in such phases the capacitance measurements
will yield a value of ǫ‖ or ǫ⊥. The difference of these two values
∆ǫ = ǫ‖ − ǫ⊥ (1.3)
is the dielectric anisotropy, which vanishes in the isotropic phase.
A similar situation is seen for diamagnetic properties. The molecules in a LC material are
anisotropic, so the magnitude of an induced magnetic moment depends on the relative orien-
tation of the applied field with respect to the molecular axes. The diamagnetic susceptibility
is defined as:
∆χ = χ‖ − χ⊥ (1.4)
where χ‖ is the magnetic susceptibility parallel to the director and χ⊥ is the magnetic sus-
ceptibility perpendicular to it.
Anisotropy is reflected in optical properties as well, such as birefringence. LCs, in fact,
demonstrate double refraction: light parallel-polarized to the director has a different index
of refraction (extraordinary refractive index, n‖) than light polarized perpendicular to the
director (ordinary refractive index, n⊥).
Finally, much of the interest in LCs is associated with the fact that the orientation of the
director can locally be influenced by external stimuli. Elastic constants and viscosity appear
intimately involved in the description of these phenomena and they are consequently the
focus of extensive studies.
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1.1.2 Characterization
A variety of techniques can be used in the characterization of LC phases, but the initial
determination of mesomorphic properties for a new compound is usually made with thermal
techniques, such as differential thermal analysis (DTA) or differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), and polarizing microscopy [28]. In fact, different LC phases will appear to have dis-
tinct textures when viewed under a microscope using a polarized light source. These textures
depend on the alignment of the molecules in relationship to the slide: parallel (homoge-
neous), perpendicular (homeotropic), or a mixture of these two. This orientation depends on
the structure of the molecule itself and on the surfaces of the slide and cover slip. Colors can
be seen only under polarized light and only in colorless mesogens: they are dependent on the
thickness of the sample, thus they will be more intense where the sample is thinner, such as
along the sample edges, or near the clearing temperature.
X-ray diffraction provides one of the most definitive ways to determine the structure of LC
phases. Here, external fields are used to compete with the surface anchoring potential im-
posed by cell boundaries in order to orient the sample. Most LCs can be aligned by heating
them to their isotropic phase and then slowly cooling them into a LC phase in the presence
of an external magnetic field. The molecules in the nematic phase are thus free to reorient
under the torque produced by the magnetic field, due to the diamagnetic anisotropy ∆χ. The
effectiveness of the field in aligning a specific sample depends on the magnitude and sign of
∆χ.
The study of LC orientational order by NMR may also help at the phase identification. It
can give important information on molecular conformations, as well as on dynamic processes
involving the whole molecules, fragments or aggregates of them.
As previously said, calamitic LCs are usually made up of a rigid central core and of flexible
chains at one or both ends. It is the rigid core (where connecting groups can also be found,
such as azo or azoxy spacers) to establish the primary shape of the molecule and its rigidity.
Consequently it also defines the approximate temperature range where mesophases will occur
and what types of mesophases are possible. However, a rod-like rigid core rarely produces
mesophases: terminal substituents are needed to balance this rigidity with flexibility. Ex-
tensive studies have been done to relate the effect of alkylic/alkoxy chains, along with their
length, on mesomorphic properties (see Ref. [28] and references therein). This has been ac-
complished by determining the mesomorphic properties for a wide variety of homologue series
of mesogens. Typical features of nearly all homologous series of rod-like molecules are, for ex-
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ample, an odd-even alternating, clearing temperature and a gradual evolution of mesophases
of N, SmA, SmB, SmC with increasing chain length. Nematic phases generally occur at short
to mid-chain length, first increasing in phase length with increasing chain length and then
decreasing at longer chain length. As the range of existence of the nematic phase decreases,
the smectic one appears increasing, at first, with the chain length and decreasing later on
with a further increase of the chain length.
1.2 4,4’-diheptylazoxybenzene (HAB): a liquid crystal
4,4’-diheptylazoxybenzene (HAB) is a mesogenic molecule belonging to the azoxybenzene
category, one of the earliest known group of liquid crystalline compounds (see Ref. [29] and
references therein). It was first synthesized by Van der Veen and coworkers in 1972 [30],
through oxidation of p-n-heptylaniline with H2O2 (this synthesis was later improved in 1990
by Neubert and Sabol-Keast [31]). Since then HAB has been extensively studied. At first, it
was considered as being useful in display devices, but it was subsequently found unsuitable,
as well as the other p-n-alkylazoxybenzenes, because of their colored nature [29] and new
applications were sought.
HAB shows both a smectic-A and a nematic phase. Transition temperatures are 34◦ (307 K),
53◦ (326 K) and 71.5◦ C (344.5 K), respectively for the crystal → smectic-A, smectic-A →
nematic and nematic → isotropic phase transitions. Lower homologues of the azoxybenzene
series, 4,4’-propyl, butyl and pentylazoxybenzenes, do not exhibit smectic behavior and only
show nematic phases which increase their stability range with n, the number of methylene
units in the alkylic side tails (see Table 1.1). A further increase in the chain length results in
the appearance of the smectic phase (monotropic for n = 6): the n = 8 member of the series
has the same mesomorphic behavior as HAB, but the smectic and nematic phases are ∼ 10◦
wider and narrower, respectively. Finally, chain lengths with n > 8 cause the disappearance
of nematic phases and the shortening of the smectic interval. Table 1.1 lists the transition
temperatures for all homologues with 3 ≤ n ≤ 10: the general structure-mesogenic properties
relationship for calamitic molecules described in Section 1.1 is here confirmed.
The very first investigations on HAB were based on calorimetry: the enthalpy change at
the smectic-A → nematic transition was measured via DTA for all the above homologues
in 1973 [32]. For n = 6 the transition is practically second order, with almost no heat of
transition being detectable and for n = 8 it is clearly first order: ∆H of HAB stands in the
10







n C S N I
3 * 66.0 - 66.5 - * (61.5) *
4 * 13.5 - 14.5 - * 27.5 *
5 * 22.0 - * 65.0 *
6 * 21.5 - 22.0 - (17.0) * 50.5 *
7 * 34.0 - 34.5 * 53.5 * 71.5 *
8 * 40.5 - 41.0 * 67.5 * 69.5 *
9 * 45.0 - 45.5 * - 77.5 *
10 * 50.5 - 51.0 * - 77.0 *
Table 1.1: 4,4’-di-n-alkylazoxybenzene homologues. Transition temperatures are in ◦C. Temperature in
bracketts (Tm) means a monotropic transition at Tm, only attainable by cooling. A star indicates the presence
of the phase (C = crystal, S = smectic, N = nematic, I = isotropic liquid) while a dash means the absence of
the corresponding phase. All data are taken from Ref. [30].
middle and the transition can be defined as weakly first order.
This smectic→ nematic transformation is an example of a simple transition at which a system
freezes (or melts) in one dimension and it has been deeply investigated (see, for example, [33]).
Notwithstanding that, its detailed nature still remains poorly understood as investigations
are made even more complicated by the fact that near TSmAN there is a strong coupling
between smectic and nematic order parameters. More the nematic range is narrow, more the
nematic order parameters do not saturate before the NA transition occurs [28]. In fact, as
the smectic order parameter grows, it forces the nematic order parameters to do the same.
HAB behavior near the NA transition has been studied in pure bulk ([34]), in mixtures ([35],
[36]) and in free-standing films ([37]). These films have a well-controlled size and a high
degree of uniformity, with thicknesses varying from two to over hundreds of layers. They thin
layer by layer and they are ideal model systems for the investigation of the crossover from
three-dimensional to two-dimensional behavior, as well as of the influence of the surfaces on
some physical properties.
During 1970s and 1980s many properties of HAB were studied: optical, electrical, mag-
netic and viscoelastic properties were investigated in bulk, in mixtures and in films. Much
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of the interest in the liquid crystalline behavior of HAB, in fact, was associated with its pos-
sible application in LC devices. Consequently, all properties connected to orientation were
explored, first of all the possibility to locally influence the director by external stimuli.
The response to electric and magnetic fields were the first to be investigated. HAB dielectric
anisotropy (∆ǫ = ǫ‖−ǫ⊥) was studied both in the smectic and nematic range in 1973 [38, 39],
and in 1981 [40, 41], while the anisotropy of the diamagnetic susceptibility (∆χ = χ‖ − χ⊥)
of the smectic phase was measured using polarizability data in 1981 [42] and 1H NMR [43] in
1982. In the same years elastic constants too were explored [44]: in 1977 de Jeu and Claassen
studied the K1, K2 and K3 elastic constants observing the deformation of the director pattern
of a thin nematic slab due to the torque of a variable magnetic field orthogonal to the director
(Frederiks transitions). In 1983 it was viscosity’s turn: γ1, the viscosity coefficient important
for switching times in LCs displays, was measured in the nematic phase [45].
Dynamics processes were also investigated: in 2004 Urban and co-workers [46] (and before
in 1994 Forte et al. [47]) studied HAB relaxation processes using broad band dielectric
spectroscopy and NMR. The low frequency relaxation time was connected with molecular
reorientation around the short axes while the high frequency one was connected with the
rotation around the long axes. Suitable theoretical models were used to derive the diffusional
coefficients of spinning (D‖) and tumbling (D⊥). Understanding the rotational dynamics
in LC phases is of fundamental importance for the development of new, improved LC dis-
plays: the anisotropy of LC systems creates a specific environment for the rotations of whole
molecules. Rodlike molecules such as HAB in the nematic phase can rotate around their
principal axes of inertia and with respect to the director. The complexity of these motions
is increased, on one hand, by the fact that they occur on very different time scales, ranging
from seconds to picoseconds, and, on the other hand, by possible dynamical coupling with in-
tramolecular vibrations. While some relaxation processes are well separated in the frequency
domain, other processes overlap, which makes it difficult to separate them in the measured
spectra. In 2006 Zajac and co-workers [48] studied the molecular rotational dynamics of HAB
using quasi-elastic neutron scattering and 13C cross-polarization magic-angle-spinning NMR.
For HAB, other available data refer to density and thermal expansion coefficients [49], to
the characterization of the smectic phase [50, 51, 52], to the flow alignment angle in nematic
phase [53], and, obviously, to birefringence [54, 33].
But the interest in HAB was not due only to its possible applications in LC devices.
On the contrary, it can be found in many different fields over the years. Searching for new
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materials with interesting properties by a technological point of view, HAB has been used
to produce both cholesteric phases, by dissolving a chiral nitroxide probe in its nematic
phase (1982, [55]), and ferronematic phases, by adding spherical shaped nanoparticle into the
thermotropic LC phase (2008, [56]). Ferronematics are magnetic colloids, based on a liquid
crystal matrix, possessing higher magnetic susceptibility with respect to that of the pure LC:
they promise to provide an optical device technology based on magnetic switching.
Moreover, HAB has also been used onto substrate into contact with self-assembled block
copolymers films in order to explore novel LC director patterns [57].
LCs have also demonstrated unusual lubrificant properties: HAB, in particular, was studied
as a lubrificant additive to oils in 1997 [58], when it was found to significantly reduce friction
coefficients and wear rates, even at room temperature.
Its surface tension (γ) was measured in 1998 [59] on free standing films in the smectic phase:
this study was important for the comprehension of the mechanisms underlying the phenomena
of surface tension itself and thus as a starting point for the understanding of basic processes
such as wetting, adhesion, friction, spreading and detergency.
HAB photoalignment properties were studied, as well, in 2006 [60]. Applications of LCs imply
a good homogeneous orientation of the director in a working cell. The orienting element of the
LC cell is its surface, whose orienting ability is associated with the anisotropic surface tension
called anchoring. Nazarenko et al. studied bare solid surfaces, sufficiently transparent to UV
light, with different adsorbed molecules (among them HAB) whose only common property was
the anisotropy of light adsorption. They found that these surfaces can be made-photooriented
by the UV light thanks to a selective desorption.
Various works have also been devoted to the investigation of the effects of HAB’s LC
phases on different solutes [61, 62], as well as to its orienting properties as a solvent in NMR
studies [61, 63].
Finally, a new interest has arisen in the last years around azo and azoxybenzene compounds
for cyclometallation reactions: these compounds have shown a strong tendency to form, with
palladium precursors, cyclopalladated five-membered rings containing square-planar palla-
dium (II) centers. The stability of the resulting metal-containing ring is the reason of the
growing interest, since it can be regarded as possible intermediate in metal-catalyzed C-H
bond activations [64].
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1.3 In silico liquid crystal: computational models
In the theoretical approach to LC field, as well as to material science, computer simulations
methods such as Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) are by far the most em-
ployed and many reviews have appeared on the subject [65, 66, 20, 67, 14, 15].
The structural and dynamic macroscopic properties, obtained through simulations, are de-
rived from the adoption of a model potential, which contains the description of the molecular
framework and interactions. The molecular models, adopted to translate a real physical
molecule in a simulation object can be grouped into four different categories with increasing
order of complexity: the lattice model, the hard nonspherical models, the soft nonspherical
models and atom-atom potential models. Some of the major pioneering works are presented
in the following Sections.
1.3.1 Lattice models
The lattice model is the simplest generic model for LC systems. Here, the system under
study is a set of classical spin vectors located on the sites of a cubic lattice. The simplest
realization of this model is a pair potential with nearest neighbor interactions of the form:






where Θij is the angle between the two vectors, and ǫ is an energy parameter. In this model
each site does not represent an individual molecule, but a small region of the liquid and the
spin symbolize the locally-arranged nematic ordering within that region. The spins are free
to rotate about their centers of mass, subject to interactions, but not to translate. This
lattice model was proposed by Lebwohl and Lasher [68] in the 1970s as the first simulation
model for a nematic. Introducing additional terms in the simple potential above, the model
can account for other effects, such as local head-tail asymmetry (See for example Ref. [67]
and references therein).
1.3.2 Molecular models
This category is the next step in the complexity ladder for LC molecular models. It groups
together all the models in which freely-translating particles are used to represent individ-
ual molecules. The earliest works in this area concentrated on molecular shape alone and
employed models of rigid, anisotropic particles. This approach was justified by Onsager’s
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proof that orientational ordering could be seen in a purely steric system of spherocylinders
(cylinders of length L, diameter D, with hemispherical caps at the ends) when the density
was increased above a threshold [69] (1949).
This category includes both hard and soft non-spherical models.
The hard non-spherical models consider that the liquid structure is dominated by the sharply
repulsive interactions occurring between the atoms as they approach each other at short dis-
tances, and model these interactions using an infinitely steep hard sphere potential. The
effects of attractive interactions are omitted. The earliest simulation work on hard parti-
cle of LCs was Viellard-Baron’s investigation of the behavior of hard ellipsoids in the early
1970s, using Monte Carlo simulations [70]. Unfortunately, the simulation themselves were
restricted to short runs, thus definite conclusions could not be drawn on the question of three-
dimensional orientationally ordered phases. More than a decade elapsed before LC phases
were definitely observed: for hard ellipsoids, the region of stability of nematic LC phases
was established by Frenkel and co-workers with Monte Carlo simulations [71, 72]. Studies by
Allen (1990) [73] and Camp and Allen (1997) [74] of a biaxial version of the hard ellipsoid
model then showed the formation of isotropic, nematic and biaxial phases.
Another frequently used steric model for calamitic LC behavior is the hard spherocylinder.
This model can be seen as a sphere which has been uniformly elongated, or compressed, in
one direction. The spherocylinder, the model used by Onsager for his proof of density-driven
N-I transition, is characterized by the axial ratio e = a/b, where a is the length of the major
symmetry axis and b the length of the two equivalent minor, perpendicular axes. Values of
e > 1 correspond to prolate, cigar-shaped ellipsoids and e < 1 to oblate disk-shaped ones
(e = 1 means the familiar hard-sphere case). The first computer simulation on such a system
was again performed by Vieillard-Baron in 1974 [75]. A decade later Stroobants et al [76]
found that a system of perfectly parallel spherocylinders forms a smectic-A phase between
the nematic and crystalline ones. Later on, Veerman and Frenkel revisited Vieillard-Baron’s
hard spherocylinder systems with full orientational freedom [77]. A more complete phase
diagram was later proposed by McGrother et al [78] and refined and extended up to the
Onsager limit by Bolhuis and Frenkel [79].
The next degree of sophistication beyond hard particles is the soft body model. Here the
molecular shape is still represented in a simple way, but as the particle is soft long-range
attractions between molecules are also included. Such potentials are essentially anisotropic
versions of the Lennard-Jones potential used in atomistic simulations. Temperature can play
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now a role in determining thermodynamic equilibrium, a feature which is absent in hard-
particle models. Applications of such models are dominated by variants of the Gay-Berne
(GB) model [80], a single-site model for uniaxial ellipsoid of revolution in which the particle
shape and interaction well depth can both be made anisotropic. The interaction potential
features a steep repulsive part, modeling the overlap between the electron clouds, and an
attractive tail at larger intermolecular separations. It has the following form:









rij − σ(uˆi, uˆj , rˆij) + σ0
]6(1.6)
where uˆi and uˆj are the unit vectors defining the orientation of sites i and j respectively.
rˆij is the unit vector of the distance between the two interacting GB sites. ǫ and σ are
two parameters having the physical dimensions of energy and distance, respectively. The
anisotropy of the interactions is contained in the expressions for ǫ(uˆi, uˆj , rˆij) and σ(uˆi, uˆj , rˆij),
both depending on the orientations of the two molecules and on the intermolecular vector.
Some extensions of the Gay-Berne model have been proposed to generalize the model to
biaxial particles as well as to mixtures (i.e. [81, 82]).
1.3.3 Atomistic models
LC materials are characterized by an exquisitely sensitive dependence of macroscopic prop-
erties on molecular structure that tracks back to a complex interplay of a variety of subtle
energetic and entropic effects. Electrostatic, dispersion, induction, excluded volume effects,
as well as positional, orientational and conformational entropy all concur to the interaction
landscape and they all are modulated by the functional groups present in the LC molecules.
This articulate interplay leads to a situation in which different thermodynamic states are
quite close in free energy. Consequently, minor changes in the chemical structure can shift
the free energy balance between competing phases, dramatically changing the phase behavior
of the material and correspondingly its properties (mechanical, electrical, optical and trans-
port properties, for example)[66].
Due to this delicate balance of entropic and enthalpic effects, idealized models may not al-
ways be suitable for LC simulations. In order to understand fine effects (or, for example,
the role of molecular flexibility) more detailed aspects of the molecular structure have to
be included in the simulation model. In other words, a higher degree of realism is needed.
This involves representing the molecular structure with something approaching atomic detail,
that is why such models are referred to as atomistic or atomic-detail models. In particular,
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according to an explicit or implicit description of the alkylic hydrogens, full-atomistic (FA)
and united-atom (UA) models can also be distinguished.
















where the first three terms constitute the intramolecular energy (made up of the stretching,
bending and torsional contributions) and the fourth one is the intermolecular interaction.
The latter is usually modeled via a Coloumb potential part, for the electrostatic contribu-
tion, and via a Lennard-Jones 12-6, for the steric/van der Waals ones. Looking at Eq. 1.7
two major drawbacks of this atomistic degree of realism are immediately apparent. First, the
computational effort is well higher than that of previous models and it heavily depends on the
number of the non-bonded pair interactions in the system. Second, a looking-like picture of
the real molecule can be obtained only using highly accurate force-fields. The first reported
atomistic simulation of LCs dates back to 1989 [83]. This work was an attempt to examine
the specific effects of the charge distribution around the molecular framework on the stability
of the nematic phase of 4-n-pentyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl (5CB). A system of 64 molecules was
simulated for a total time of 60 ps, clearly far too short a time to equilibrate even such a
small sample.
A decade later, the simulation time had already grown up of one order of magnitude. In
1998, in fact, McBride et al. [84] carried on an MD simulation of another LC, namely 4,4’-
di-n-pentyl-bicyclo[2.2.2]octane. Two systems of respectively 64 and 125 nonpolar (without
charges) UA-molecules were followed up to 12 ns: the growth of orientational order from the
isotropic phase was observed. However, the simulation found a nematic phase, instead of the
real smectic, with a temperature transition ∼ 100◦ C lower than the experimental one.
One year later, in 1999, atomistic simulations were employed to show how the positional
ordering of a photoactive solute (p,p’-diheptylazobenzene, 7AB) in a smectic host (4-octyl-
4’-cyanobiphenyl, 8CB) depended sensitively on its photochemical state [85]. This system
was made up of a hundred of molecules, modeled full-atomistic except for the alkylic chains
which were treated with an UA approach, and run lengths were of ∼ 6 ns.
The first thousand-molecule atomistic simulation of a mesogenic system is the one of Wilson
and co-workers, in 2001 [86]. They followed an isotropic phase of an all-atom model of 4-
(trans-4-n-pentylcyclohexyl) benzonitrile (PCH5) for ∼ 7 ns, obtaining density and diffusion
coefficients in good agreement with experimental results.
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Only three years later, the state-of-the-art simulated time increased again of one order, reach-
ing 60 ns on a full-atomistic system of 98 molecules of phenyl aminocinnamates, succeeding
in reproducing the experimental TNI [87].
The above computational evidences show that two features are fundamental to the success
of an atomistic simulation on LCs, beside the use of an appropriate force-field: long time-
scales, which are required to establish nematic stability, and non-trivial system-size, necessary
to reduce the order of magnitude of fluctuations. A proof of the reliability of the employed
model may be searched for in the prediction of the phase density and of the TNI , which is
crucial in designing viable LC display materials that have to exist and operate in a certain
range of temperature.
Among the first reproductions of the experimental TNI with atomistic simulation is that of
Pela´ez and Wilson in 2006 [88]. In particular, they were able to grow a nematic phase from
an isotropic liquid in its correct experimental range of existence. 50 ns were necessary to
obtain orientational order in a system of 256 bent-core LC molecules, modeled full-atomistic.
This is quite a long time, compared to the one needed by nonpolar systems of united atom
(10, 15 ns) as shown in the work of McBride et al. [84] and Hanna et al. [89].
Nowaday the trend in atomistic simulation is still going in the direction of longer simulated
time window and of larger system [90, 91, 92, 93]. Cacelli et al. found a 192 molecule stable
nematic phase within 10 K from the experimental one: the ergodicity of this phase of 5CB
was assessed observing how three differently ordered phases reached the same P2 value at the
same temperature (in one of these run a spontaneous reordering was observed) in ∼ 40 ns [91].
The same accuracy was achieved for other homologues of the same series. Prampolini et al in
2008 [92] carried on lengthy runs of more than 70 ns on systems of more than 800 molecules
to determine the TNI of the 4-n-pentyloxy-4’-cyanobiphenyl (5OCB) LC. They succeeded in
observing a spontaneous onset of orientational order in the system, upon cooling. Finally, a
spontaneous ordered nematic upon cooling was observed by Tiberio et al., as well, two years
later, in samples of 250 molecules of n-cyanobiphenyls [93].
It is clear that the history and the success of the atomistic simulations are intimately cou-
pled to the technological progresses in CPU speed, to the development of parallel computing
techniques as well as of speeding-up algorithms which scale with something smaller than N2,
where N is the number of interacting sites (see for example the Ewald summation scheme
for long-range electrostatic interactions [94]). These are the factors which still determine the
feasibility of the simulation and decide for how long a system of a certain size can reasonably
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be observed.
Finally, in order to explore longer time windows or bigger systems, other approaches
can be used, such as coarse-grained ones. These are simplified models in which groups
of atoms are treated together as a single interaction site. Notwithstanding a certain loss of
realism, they can still be capable of capturing the main physics of the problem while reducing




HAB, UNITED ATOM APPROACH
HAB (4,4’-diheptylazoxybenzene), a mesogenic molecule, is here employed to test
an ab initio parameterization route to tailored force fields (FF). The computational
approach is united-atom, aimed at the construction of a force field suitable for
molecular dynamics simulations. In this Chapter the whole route is presented and
organized in its three main steps: first, QM calculations are performed to access
inter and intra molecular potentials, then the computed energies are parameterized
with analytical model potentials and finally MD simulations are run. Comparison
of the resulting macroscopic properties with the relevant experimental data are also
addressed. These results have been published in the article ”Chemical Detail Force
Fields for Mesogenic Molecules”, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 5, 1865, (2009) [97].
2.1 Force field parameterization
In Chapter 1 it has been said how CPU speeds determine the combination of system size -
time window that can be handled in simulation. Here, it has to be stressed that the other
fundamental requisite to the success of an atomistic simulation is a good force field (FF).
More the simulation model resembles the real sample, more MD observables will be in good
agreement with experimental data (provided a system with a sufficient number of molecules
and a sufficient observation time window). Traditionally, there have been two main routes
towards realistic potentials for computer simulations.
The most widely employed scheme is based on an a posteriori strategy. In this approach,
for a given class of molecules (for example hydrocarbons or aromatic compounds), the set of
parameters specifying the FF are initially obtained from experimental and theoretical data
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and they are eventually adjusted in order to reproduce some target macroscopic properties,
such as crystal cell parameters, experimental density or vaporization enthalpy. The result
is a two-body effective potential where many-body effects are incorporated in the fitted
parameters, because they are inherent in the experimental data. This approach dates back
to the 1970s, when the first empirical FFs for biomolecular simulation were developed (see,
for example Ref. [98] and references therein). Biomolecular simulation has come a long way
since then and a number of empirical FFs has been developed for simulations of proteins,
nucleic acids, lipids and other biological molecules. Well-known parameter sets belong to this
category, for example OPLS [99, 100, 101, 102], AMBER [103, 104, 9] and CHARMM [105],
which have been refined various times over the years. Many reviews have been published on
the subject discussing the status and the progresses of these empirical force fields [98, 106].
Although capable of excellent results, this kind of scheme suffers from some disadvantages.
First it relies heavily on empirical input, that often is unavailable. Second, FF parameters
are tuned for a well defined thermodynamic state so it is unlikely that their quality stays
the same in different thermodynamic conditions: good results are guaranteed only in the
limited range of pressure and temperature where the parameterization occurred. Third, they
are general FFs, derived for classes of molecules: parameter transferability has always to be
invoked for and often that is not sufficient. It is habit, at least as far as LC simulations are
concerned, to tailor these sets using them just as a starting point for a further tuning on the
target molecule. For example, intermolecular interaction σ and ǫ parameters may be adjusted
so to reproduce the density or the clearing temperature of the specific LC under study [93].
This further tuning means that three-body effects become accounted for in an average way,
but it does not guarantee accurate results.
The other possible approach to accurate FF construction consists in deriving the model
potential from first principle calculations [107, 108, 109, 110, 111]. A number of Quantum
Mechanical (QM) calculations is carried out to model a simplified potential to be used in
simulation. This route presents several advantages. First, the ab initio derived interaction
potentials are not driven by experimental data. This allows for the construction of FFs
even for molecules whose properties are difficult to measure and, in principle, it gives the
approach predictive capabilities. Second, the FF is suited for the chosen molecule: it takes
into account for the specific chemical background and no degree of transferability must be
invoked. On the other hand, the QM route may be more involved and computationally
expensive. For example, tailoring an intermolecular FF requires the creation of a large energy
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vs geometry database computed at a suitable post Hartree-Fock in order to properly account
for the dispersion energy: this becomes quickly unfeasible with the increasing of molecular
dimensions. Moreover, since these potentials are derived from dimer calculations, they do not
account for three-body interactions. Whether three-body interactions should be taken into
account for in FF parameterization and simulation is a thorny problem. They were found
necessary in early simulations on liquid Argon [112] and Argon-Krypton mixtures [113], but
in 2004 a work on benzene [114] showed that an accurate ab initio derived two-body potential
was capable to account for several bulk properties with an overall performance comparable
to that of an OPLS effective potential [115].
Here, for HAB, an ab initio derived route to tailored intra and intermolecular parameters
was chosen.
2.1.1 The simulation model
The HAB molecule (namely 4,4-diheptylazoxybenzene, see Section 1.2) was described with
a full atomistic model, except for the aliphatic hydrogens which are grouped with the chain
carbon they are bonded to, in an united atom description, for a total of 37 interaction sites
per molecule (see Figure 2.1).
2.1.2 Intramolecular force field
The intramolecular parameterization consisted on fitting stretching, bending and torsional
parameters on QM derived quantities. This was achieved through a least square minimization
of a functional involving differences between the parameterized model energy, gradients and
Hessian, and the corresponding QM data.
The model intramolecular contribution to the FF, Eintra, was parameterized on HAB smaller
homologue 4,4’-dibutylazoxybenzene (BAB, see Figure 2.1), which differs from the target
molecule for six methylene units (three at each side chain). This seemed a reasonable choice
as it reduced computational time and the UA parameters describing the flexibility of the
longer chains (HAB) were not expected to be much different from those obtained for the
smaller homologue (BAB).
Eintra was chosen in the following diagonal form:
Eintra = Estretch + Ebend + ERtors + EFtors + ELJintra (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Model adopted for HAB molecule (bottom panel) and flexible dihedral definition in BAB (4,4’-
dibutylazoxybenzene) homologue, employed for the intramolecular parameterization (top panel). All aromatic
hydrogens are labeled after the carbon atom they belong to, i.e. Hn3 is the hydrogen bonded to the Cn3 atom.
where the terms are the stretching, bending, torsional (rigid and flexible) and intramolecular
Lennard-Jones 12-6 contributions, respectively. These terms were modeled with different ana-
lytical expressions according on the internal coordinate involved. In HAB, bond lengths, bond
angles and those dihedral angles determining the aromatic ring planarity were considered as
”rigid” coordinates, because they do not sensibly alter their value from the equilibrium one,





























µ are the force constants and equilibrium values for stretching,
bending and rigid torsional internal coordinates (µ), respectively. Conversely, dihedrals δ1 -
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δ8 reported in Figure 2.1 were treated as flexible coordinates: the harmonic approximation
fails in describing their potential, since their energy profile allows them to assume several









µδµ − γjµ)] (2.5)




µ the multiplicity and a
phase factor for the jth cosine. Nµ is the number of cosine functions employed for dihedral
µ.
Among these dihedrals, δ1 is the angle between the aromatic ring bonded to the site labeled
N and the azoxy bridge plane; δ2 is the analogue of δ1 referred to the other ring; δ3 and δ5 are
the angles formed by the aromatic ring plane and the plane containing the first two atoms
of the aliphatic chain. Finally, δ4 and δ6 - δ8 are the dihedral angles driving the flexibility of
the aliphatic chains.
The fitting was performed with the JOYCE program [116] and the functional to be min-






























where Ngeom is the number of sampled conformations, QK is the K
th normal coordinate, W ,
W ′K andW
′′
KL are weights and U , GK and HKL are the QM energy, gradient and Hessian, re-
spectively. ChoosingW ′K andW
′′
KL equal to zero for all geometries except for the equilibrium





















where it is clear as the QM Hessian matrix HKL and the FF Hessian are evaluated only at
the absolute minimum g = 0.
Ngeom is a set of 42 geometries: the optimized BAB geometry and different conformations
obtained with torsional scans of the flexible dihedrals. The absolute energy minimum was
obtained by a complete geometry optimization at DFT level, using the B3LYP functional
[117] with the correlation consistent basis set cc-pVDZ. Energy profiles for flexible dihedrals
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δ1 to δ6 were obtained by performing geometry optimizations (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ) without
any restriction but the investigated torsional angle, which was sampled with steps of 30◦ in
the [0◦ - 180◦] range. No sampling was performed for δ7 and δ8, and their description was
made through the parameters reported for n-butane [118], assuming the transferability of
this torsional potential. All calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 03 package
[119].
A few details of the fitting procedure have still to be said. First, the torsional energy fitting
was performed within the Frozen Internal Rotation Approximation [116]. Second, two dif-
ferent weights Wg were chosen: 0.0076 for the conformations with a low internal energy and
0.0019 for all the others, in order to obtain a more accurate description of the lowest energy
geometries. Third, the diagonal and off diagonal elements of the weight matrix W ′′ were set
to 0.05 A˚4 and 0.025 A˚4, respectively.
With these specifications, the JOYCE fitting procedure yielded an overall standard deviation
of 0.044 kJ/mol, with maximum error on energies of 1.7 kJ/mol. The resulting optimized
parameters are reported in Tables 2.1 - 2.4.
The torsional profiles for δ1 - δ8 are reported in Figure 2.2 which shows the very good agree-
ment between the DFT computed energies and the ab initio derived torsional curves. The
lowest energy of δ1 and δ2 is at 0
◦, with a torsional barrier of ∼ 25 kJ/mol at 90◦, meaning
that at the equilibrium geometry the azoxy group and the aromatic rings are coplanar. On
the contrary, δ3 and δ5 prefer a 90
◦ conformation, as found at the aliphatic-aromatic linkage
in more simple compounds such as ethylbenzene [120]. The energy profile vs both chain di-
hedrals, δ4 and δ6, has an absolute minimum at 180
◦(trans conformation) and a relative one
at ±60◦(gauche conformations) separated by rather high barriers. As expected, the torsional
potential curves of the chain dihedrals δ4 and δ6 are in excellent accord with those of n-butane
(see Figure 2.2), confirming that this potential can be confidently transferred to all aliphatic
chain dihedrals.
Extending the fitted intramolecular potential to the HAB molecule was straightforward:
by looking at the bottom panels of Figure 2.2 it is clear that all the inner chain dihedrals
behave in similar manner, as the fitted torsional profile for δ4 and δ6 exactly traces out the
δ7, δ8 shape, which is transferred from n-butane.
A fortiori, the force constants of the more rigid internal coordinates, such as methylene-
methylene bond stretching and angle bending, are also expected to be transferable from
those computed for the BAB smaller chains.
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Figure 2.2: BAB (4,4’-dibutylazoxybenzene): proper torsions. Symbols represent the sampled points while
dashed lines are curves obtained with the model parameterized potential Eintra. Only the region 0◦ - 180◦ is
shown because of symmetry reasons.
However, following the experience on the liquid crystal 5CB [121], some intramolecular LJ
terms were added to the FF to both prevent an unphysical curling of the aliphatic chain on
the core and on itself and to correctly take into account intramolecular interaction between
the aromatic rings and the methyl group [122]. Pair interaction parameters were added
between aromatic carbons and chain UA sites at least 5 bonds apart and between methylic
and methylenic chain groups 6 bonds apart. Finally, pair interaction parameters were also
added to describe the interaction between the H2(n2) and the methylenic group bonded to
Cc1(∗) (see Table 2.5).
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Stretching parameters
Bond r0 (A˚) k
s (kJ/(mol A˚2) ) Bond r0 (A˚) k
s (kJ/(mol A˚2) )
Cc1-C1 1.511 2699 Cc1∗-Cn1 1.512 2699
C1-C2 1.403 2766 Cn2-Cn1 1.405 2766
C2-C3 1.392 3377 Cn3-Cn2 1.394 3377
C3-C4 1.415 3083 Cn3-Cn4 1.397 3083
C2-H2 1.093 3368 Cn2-Hn2 1.093 3368
C3-H3 1.087 3368 Cn3-Hn3 1.088 3368
C4-N 1.400 2841 Cc3-Cc2 1.530 2644
N-NO 1.281 4124 Cc1-Cc2 1.541 2308
NO-O 1.254 3960 Cc1∗-Cc2 1.541 2308
NO-Cn4 1.467 1925 Cc2-Cc2 1.532 2308
Table 2.1: BAB: Optimized stretching parameters.
Bending parameters
Angle θ0 (






̂C3C4N 120.0 431.0 ̂NOCn4Cn3 120.0 666.5̂C4NNO 121.2 785.2 ̂NNOCn4 115.1 103.6̂NNOO 128.0 705.2 ̂Cn4NOO 116.9 757.0̂Cc3Cc2Cc2 113.2 836.9 ̂Cc2Cc2Cc3 113.1 836.9̂Cc1∗Cc2Cc2 113.2 836.9 ̂Cc1Cc2Cc2 113.3 836.9
Table 2.2: BAB: Optimized bending parameters.
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Rigid torsion parameters
Dihedral Angle φ0 (










̂H2C2C3H3 0.0 36.16 ̂Hn2Cn2Cn3Hn3 0.0 36.16̂C2C3C4N 180.0 30.18 ̂Cn2Cn3Cn4NO 180.0 189.1̂H3C3C4N 0.0 59.22 ̂Hn3Cn3Cn4NO 0.0 59.22̂C4NNOO 0.0 222.5 ̂C4NNOCn4 180.0 248.7
Table 2.3: BAB: Optimized rigid torsion parameters.
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Flexible torsion parameters
Dihedral Angle n kd (kJ/mol) Dihedral Angle n kd (kJ/mol)̂C3C4NNO (δ1) 0 0.998 ̂(O)NNOCn4Cn3 (δ2) 0 1.997
2 -5.739 2 -3.205
4 0.174 4 0.502
6 -0.047 6 -0.025̂Cn2Cn1Cc1∗Cc2(δ3) 0 1.997 ̂C2C1Cc1Cc2 (δ5) 0 1.997
2 1.358 2 1.358
4 -0.325 4 -0.325
6 -0.099 6 -0.099̂C1Cc1Cc2Cc2 (δ6) 0 0.998 ̂Cn1Cc1∗Cc2Cc2 (δ4) 0 0.998
1 3.657 1 3.657
2 1.995 2 1.995
3 7.504 3 7.504
4 -0.263 4 -0.263̂Cc3Cc2Cc2Cc1∗ (δ7) 0 -2.106 ̂Cc3Cc2Cc2Cc1 (δ8) 0 -2.106
1 4.330 1 4.330
2 1.738 2 1.738
3 7.520 3 7.520
4 0.126 4 0.126
5 0.172 5 0.172
6 0.241 6 0.241
Table 2.4: BAB: Optimized flexible torsion parameters.
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Intramolecular LJ parameters
Site · · · Site σ (A˚) ǫ (kJ/mol)
C∗∗∗c2 · · · Ca 3.30 0.69
C∗∗c2 · · · Ca 3.56 0.69
C∗c2 · · · Ca 3.56 0.69
Cc3 · · · Ca 3.56 0.69
Cc3 · · · Cc1(∗)c2 4.34 0.021
C
c1(∗)
c2 · · · H2(n2) 4.80 0.004
Table 2.5: HAB: intramolecular LJ parameters. Ca indicates an aromatic carbon site; C∗c2 is the Cc2 site




c2 are the sites that follow along the aliphatic chain. Finally C
c1(∗)
c2
represents the Cc2 bonded to Cc1(∗).
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2.1.3 Intermolecular force field
Intermolecular interactions were modeled through a pair potential and the intermolecular
parameters were obtained fitting a model function onto a database of QM dimer energies.
Due to the HAB molecular size, to the consistent number of geometries to be sampled, and to
the necessary high level of theory, QM energies could not be computed directly on the whole
dimer, but they were recovered via Fragmentation Reconstruction Method (FRM) [25, 123].
FRM fragmentation scheme
A correct reproduction of Van der Waals interactions is fundamental for an accurate computa-
tion of intermolecular energies for all neutral molecules and in particular for those containing
aromatic rings. The nature of these interactions is purely quantum mechanical and strongly
relies on a correct representation of the dynamical electron correlation. For this reason, within
the ab initio methods, it is necessary to employ suitable post-Hartree–Fock (HF) techniques,
whose computational cost dramatically increases along with molecular dimensions. Several
strategies based on fragmentation have been proposed over the years to overcome this prob-
lem [25, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130], which rely on the possibility of dividing the
whole system into small sub-systems and performing the calculations of interaction energies
for each sub-system.
FRM was proposed by the Pisa group of Liquid Crystals in 2002 [25, 123]. The idea is
that the interaction energy of a dimer can be approximated to a good accuracy as a sum of
energy contributions between the pairs of fragments which concur to form both molecules.
As an example a simple AB molecule can be considered, where A and B are two moieties
connected by a single bond. Formally, the whole molecule can be written as
AB→ AIa + IbB− IaIb
where Ia and Ib are intruder groups. They are first included to saturate A and B valence
and then removed as the molecule IaIb. The spatial position of the fragments is the same
of the whole molecule, whereas the location of the intruder Ia and Ib is determined by the
equilibrium geometry of the saturated fragments AIa and IbB, which normally correspond to
stable molecules. The simplest case is when Ia and Ib are H atoms, but the method is general
and the intruder groups can be whatever (for example, saturation schemes with H atoms or
CH3 groups were used in Ref. [131]). However, the recovered energy will depend upon the
fragmentation and saturation scheme. FRM is successful only if a fundamental condition is
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respected: the electronic density in A or B moiety has to be as close as possible to that in
the AB un-fragmented molecule. As a consequence the intruders should mimic as much as
possible the effect of the original molecular part being cut away on the electronic property of
the remaining fragment.
Taking a step further in the above example, a second molecule CD interacting with AB can
also be considered. Of course, CD can be the previous AB molecule just moved to a different
spatial location. A similar fragmentation scheme leads to
CD→ CIc + IdD− IcId
The complete interaction energy of the AB· · ·CD system can be recovered by summing up
the interaction energy of all the involved pairs:
E(AB · · ·CD) → E((AIa + IbB − IaIb) · · · (CIc + IdD − IcId))
= E(AIa · · ·CIc) + E(AIa · · · IdD)− E(AIa · · · IcId) +
E(IbB · · ·CIc) + E(IbB · · · IdD)− E(IbB · · · IcId)−
E(IaIb · · ·CIc)− E(IaIb · · · IdD) + E(IaIb · · · IcId) (2.8)
The sign of each term is determined by the sign in the above fragmentation schemes for
AB and CD. From the last equation, the computational advantage of the FRM approach
is apparent: the interaction energy is written as a sum of interaction energies of pairs well
smaller than the whole AB· · ·CD system.
For HAB dimer the correct reproduction of Van der Waals interactions made it necessary
to resort to QM methods able to recover a large part of the dispersion energy. As such QM
methods scale at least as the fourth power of the number of electrons, the computational
gain of the FRM can be further appreciated. Previous applications of the FRM approach
[131, 92] have shown that, with a suitable choice of the method and basis set, a reliable
database including many geometrical arrangements can be obtained and employed for FF
parameterization.
The FRM fragmentation scheme chosen for HAB is reported in Figure 2.3. The reliability
of the fragmentation using H2 as intruder molecules along the aliphatic chain was already
assessed [131]. Here, more attention has been paid to verify the quality of several possible
fragmentation schemes of the aromatic core. With this aim preliminary calculations [132]
were performed on the smaller homologue 4,4’-dimethylazoxybenzene. It was found that
a cut along the N-C4 bond (see Figure 2.1) was preferable to that along NO-Cn4, as the
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FRM
Figure 2.3: Fragmentation scheme for HAB. The fragmentation was performed by cutting bonds as shown
by the red dashed lines (left panel). The four resulting fragments are shown on the right, together with the
intruder fragments, which are blue circled. In the above picture, both moieties and intruder molecules have
been shifted (black arrows) only for the sake of clarity (see text). For instance, CH3 and NH2 intruder groups
lie on the C-N bond connecting the two central moieties.
electronic density distribution of the resulting fragments was more similar to that exhibited
by the moieties in the whole molecule. Thus the final fragments were two hexanes, one
4-methylbenzenamine and one methyl,4-(methyl-NNO-azoxy)phenyl. The intruder molecule
arising from the chosen scheme in the central core was a CH3NH2 molecule, as shown in
Figure 2.3.
The Sampling
The absolute energy minimum of HAB was obtained by a complete geometry optimization
at DFT level, using the B3LYP functional together with the correlation consistent basis set
cc-pVDZ. The internal geometry of A and B monomers was kept frozen to this optimized
conformation during the whole sampling, performed at MP2 level.
The low spatial symmetry of HAB made the sampling of the PES far from straightfor-
ward. However, a classification of the many dimer arrangements is still possible in terms
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Figure 2.4: FRM sampling. Dimer arrangements are generated by displacing one HAB molecule with respect
of the other by translation along Rˆ, uˆ⊥ or uˆ‖ and/or rotation around α or β (γ Euler angle is not shown).
of displacement vectors (Rˆ, uˆ⊥ and uˆ‖) and Euler angles (α, β and γ) [133], as reported in
Figure 2.4. Face-to-face (FF) configurations can be obtained by shifting one molecule along
the vector Rˆ, with α = 0◦ and β = 0◦ or 180◦. In the former case, the vectors NO-O point
in the same direction, and the geometries obtained are labeled as parallel face-to-face (p-FF).
In the latter, the vectors NO-O point in opposite directions resulting in antiparallel (a-FF)
arrangements. If both molecules are rotated by α = 90◦, the cores are found in a side-by-side
disposition (p-SS or a-SS, whether β = 0◦ or 180◦). Side-to-face (p-SF and a-SF) geometries
are obtained with a rotation of α = 90◦ of only one molecule. If the β angle is set to 90◦,
the two cores draw a cross and the x-FF, x-SF and x-SS arrangements can be created by
applying a further rotation around the β-rotated long molecular axis of 0◦, 90◦ on one or
both molecules, respectively. Finally if one molecule is rotated around uˆ⊥, the dimer is found
in a T-shaped (TS) configuration.
Further subclasses can be created by exploiting the relative position of the side chains
of the two dimer molecules. If the symbol ”⊂” is used to sketch the HAB molecule, three
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subclasses can be determined depending whether the alkyl chains point in the same direction
(⊂⊂), towards each other (⊂⊃), or in opposite directions (⊃⊂).
The PES sampling was performed by computing the FRM energy of Ngeom ∼ 2000 ge-
ometries in the supermolecule approach with the MP2 method, and considering the Basis
Set Superposition Error (BSSE) by the standard counterpoise correction [134]. A suitably
6-31G* modified basis set was used, where the exponents of the d polarization functions were
decreased to αd = 0.25, following the suggestion of Hobza and coworkers [135, 136]. As to
the benzene dimer, which can be considered as a prototype for the aromatic interactions, the
interaction energies computed at the MP2/6-31G*(0.25) level were shown [135, 114, 136] to
well reproduce the results of high quality calculations [137, 138]. Furthermore, the results of
former FRM applications [25, 139, 114, 131, 140] suggested that this choice could be a good
compromise between the accuracy required in the PES description and the high number of
calculations required for an accurate sampling.
From a preliminary analysis of the resulting FRM database, the configurations with the
more attractive interactions are the ⊃⊂ ones, where the steric chain repulsion effect does not
prevent the rings and the NNO group to reach their most favorable positions with respect
of the same groups of the other molecule. For the same reason, less attractive energies




































Figure 2.5: HAB computed and fitted interaction energy curves for selected geometrical arrangements: p-FF
⊂⊂, p-FF ⊃⊂ and p-FF ⊂⊃. The points represent the FRM energies and the solid lines the fitted energies.
OPLS predictions are also reported with dashed blue lines for comparison.
dominates and the interaction energy wells are far less deep and shifted to higher values of
the displacement coordinate. For example, for the p-FF case, reported in Figure 2.5, ⊃⊂
have a maximum interaction energy of about -50 kJ/mol, ⊂⊂ reach -20 kJ/mol at most and
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⊂⊃ only -5 kJ/mol. The situation is similar for the a-FF geometry: here the ⊃⊂ is even
more favorite since the oxygens point in opposite directions and the maximum interaction
energy can reach -57 kJ/mol.
Among all classes, the most favored geometries are p-FF, a-FF and x-FF configurations, where
the aromatic rings come closer to each other and the π interaction significantly contributes
to the total interaction energy. It may be worth noticing that in the x-FF case, the aliphatic
chains are not superimposed in any geometry with the result that their repulsion effect is
not as important as in the previous configurations. This means that ⊂⊂, ⊂⊃ and ⊃⊂
geometries show similar curves, with -40 kJ/mol maximum interaction energies in all cases.
The interaction energies for the SS configurations are less attractive: the a-SS geometries
do not reach -30 kJ/mol and p-SS ones arrive at -18 kJ/mol, at most. Furthermore, p-SF
does not overstep the -20 kJ/mol, showing energies between the FF case and the SS one.
Also the x-SF configurations are less energetic than the x-FF (-25 kJ/mol and - 40 kJ/mol,
respectively). Finally TS arrangements present maximum interaction energy of about -12
kJ/mol.
As far as the contact distance is concerned, it can be noted that there are three different
kind of disposition: p-FF, a-FF and x-FF configurations have a contact distance of about 3
A˚, p-SS and a-SS of 6 A˚ and TS above 8 A˚. The anisotropic nature of the HAB molecule
shows up clearly from this picture. This is a well known feature of many calamitic LC: the
contact distance and the well depths of all interaction curves strongly depend on the monomer
relative orientations.
The fitting













where Ngeom is the number of dimer geometries sampled, U
FRM
k is the intermolecular energy
of the kth dimer arrangement computed by FRM/MP2 and Einterk is the corresponding model
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Intermolecular parameters
Site ǫ (kJ/mol) σ (A˚) q (e) Site ǫ (kJ/mol) σ (A˚) q (e)
Cc1 0.148 4.15 0.272 Cc1∗ 2.590 3.44 -0.009
C1 1.878 2.79 -0.367 Cn1 1.652 2.00 -0.050
C2 0.145 3.52 -0.043 Cn2 0.066 4.20 -0.066
C3 1.076 3.38 -0.043 Cn3 0.664 3.10 -0.126
C4 2.632 2.00 0.098 Cn4 3.402 2.69 -0.047
H2 0.023 2.48 0.082 Hn2 0.053 2.00 0.119
H3 0.074 2.35 0.048 Hn3 0.082 2.00 0.093
N 1.135 3.05 -0.374 Cc2 0.246 4.10 0.000
NO 0.020 3.82 0.729 Cc3 0.020 3.70 0.240
O 0.180 3.03 -0.428
Table 2.6: HAB: optimized intermolecular parameters.
where ELJij and E
Coul
ij are the standard 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential and the charge-charge
interaction between a pair of sites i, j of two different molecules and σij and ǫij interaction







As for other applications [114, 123], the minimization procedure of functional Iinter was
performed by imposing for all geometries a Boltzmann-like weight with α = 1.6 kJ/mol−1.
Equivalent sites (see Figure 2.1) were given the same σ, ǫ and q values.
No other constraints were imposed except for σ and q of the methylene (Cc2) groups of the
chains. These sites were assumed chargeless since this allowed a straightforward extension
of the FF to higher homologues. As to the σCc2 parameter, a first fitting yielded a standard
deviation of 2.22 kJ/mol, with a value (4.4 A˚) significantly larger than that obtained for
butane (3.905 A˚ [141]) or 5OCB (3.76 A˚ [92]). With this set of parameters, a preliminary
MD run, performed in the NPT ensemble on an isotropic system of 64 HAB molecule at 1 atm
and 370 K gave a density underestimated by ∼ 4% with respect to the experimental value.
However, another fit with σCc2 reduced to 4.1 A˚ and a slightly larger standard deviation
(2.48 kJ/mol), yielded a density within 1% of the experimental data.
The final optimized parameter set that corresponds to this fit can be seen in Table 2.6. In
Figures 2.5 and 2.6, the energies obtained with FRM are compared with those predicted by
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the OPLS [141, 115] empirical force field, widely employed in simulations of the liquid phase
of many smaller molecules. The OPLS-FF describes the FRM energy surface with a standard































































Figure 2.6: HAB computed and fitted interaction energy curves for selected geometrical arrangements: p-FF
⊂⊂, a-FF ⊂⊂, x-FF ⊃⊂ and p-SF ⊃⊂. In the first two geometries, a shift of -2 A˚ was applied along uˆ⊥. The
points represent the FRM energies and the solid lines the fitted energies. The green point marked ’DIMER’ in
each panel shows the interaction energy of the dimer, computed ab initio for the whole molecules (no FRM,
see text). OPLS predictions are also reported with dashed blue lines for comparison.
good transferability of the OPLS parameters. Nevertheless, the extreme sensitivity of the
properties of liquid crystalline materials to even minor changes of the molecular structures
and interactions supports the need of a more accurate representation of the FRM PES, as
attained by our fitting procedure, which led to the standard deviation of 2.48 kJ/mol. (See
also Figures 2.5 - 2.6 for a visual estimate of the agreement at a few selected configurations).
The need of an accurate description of the PES is also apparent if we consider that the FRM
approach is able to reproduce the interaction energies of HAB dimers with great accuracy,
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as Figure 2.6 shows. In each panel of this Figure a point labeled DIMER is included. It
corresponds to the ab initio interaction energy of the dimer in that configuration without
using the FRM scheme. The results of Figure 2.6 prove two things. First, the FRM gives an
excellent agreement with the MP2 value of the interaction energy (e.g. -17.1 vs -16.9 kJ/mol
with the FRM for the p-FF arrangement). Second, the employed fit faithfully describes the
sampled PES.
As a test of the predictive capability of the ab initio derived FF, the energy curves of some
unsampled geometries were calculated with the model function and using FRM. The results
are reported in Figure 2.7, together with the OPLS predictions. In the top panel an energy
curve for a β rotation is shown. One HAB molecule was also translated by 2 A˚ along uˆ⊥,
3.5 A˚ along Rˆ and rotated by α = 180◦. Here, both curves are in good agreement with the
FRM points. The central panel shows an interaction energy curve obtained by displacing







































Figure 2.7: HAB interaction energy predicted by the fitting function (solid line) and control FRM values
(open circles). The OPLS prediction is also shown (dashed line).
one molecule along the u‖ direction, with a shift of 2.5 A˚ along uˆ⊥, 4.0 A˚ along Rˆ and a
rotation of α = 40◦ and β = 50◦. In this case the fitted curve traces out the FRM point
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positions better than the OPLS. Finally, in the third panel, a similar curve is reported for
an a-FF ⊃⊂ type, obtained by displacing the second molecule along u‖ after a translation of
3.4 A˚ along Rˆ, and a 180◦ rotation of both α and β. Even if the OPLS prediction is not so
far from the FRM points, the fitted curve is significantly closer to the FRM data.
2.2 MD simulations
2.2.1 Computational details
The ab initio derived FF, obtained as shown above, was employed for MD simulations carried
out with a parallel version of a the Moscito4.0 [142] package on systems of 210 and 600 HAB
molecules. In all runs bond lengths were kept fixed at their equilibrium value using SHAKE
algorithm [143] which allowed for using a timestep of 2 fs. Charge-charge long range forces
were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method [144, 145], using a convergence parameter
α of 5.36/2Rc and a fourth order spline interpolation, while the short range interactions were
truncated at Rc = 10 A˚, employing standard corrections for energy and virial [112]. In the
NPT ensemble, temperature and pressure were kept constant using the weak coupling scheme
of Berendsen et al. [146].
The equilibration of the resulting trajectories was assessed by monitoring the mass density
(ρ), the positional and orientational order vs the simulation time. The phase director n was
identified as the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the Saupe ordering











is obtained averaging on all molecules composing the system and
u (a = x,y,z) is the unit vector of HAB molecular long axis. The orientational order was
measured through the second rank order parameter P2, computed as the maximum eigenvalue





where r is the position of the molecular center of mass and e is the unit vector normal to the
smectic layers and d is the layer separation. The latter is unknown and is optimized in order
to maximize τ , since this ensures that the average we obtain has the same periodicity as the
translational distribution function [147].
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Once equilibrated, HAB systems at several temperatures were simulated in the NVE
ensemble to calculate some dynamical properties, such as the isotropic translational diffusion
coefficient D and the shear viscosity ηS . The former was computed as proportional to the

























where V is the volume of the simulation box, kB the Boltzmann constant and Cσ(t
′) the
correlation function of the off-diagonal elements of the stress tensor σˆ [148]. Due to the
long time scales that characterize the collective dynamics of these systems, it was necessary
to extrapolate the value of ηS from a fitting with a double exponential function (as in Ref.
[149]).
2.2.2 Bulk simulations
MD simulations were carried out on condensed phases of HAB in the NPT and NVE en-
sembles. The first type of conditions were used to search for the transition temperatures,
while the latter were adopted for the calculation of dynamic properties. In all cases, the
largest number of molecules affordable with the available technologies was used. The chosen
simulation box was cubic, to prevent any artificial ordering of the sample, induced e.g. by
an elongated box.
210 HAB molecules were considered a sensible starting point, mainly for the simulation of
the isotropic phase. However, a larger system of 600 molecules (corresponding to 22200 inter-
action sites) was adopted to study the ordered phases and to evaluate the system size effect
on the results.
The isotropic phase was obtained starting from a 6x7x5 cubic lattice disposition where
the HAB centers of mass were placed on the nodes, with the long molecular axis aligned
along one of the box axes (zˆ). The system was equilibrated in the NPT ensemble at 400 K
for 5 ns and then cooled at 380 K, and in successive steps at 370 K, 350 K, 330 K and 300
K. Given that the experimental [49] nematic-isotropic transition takes place at 342 K, the
temperatures relevant for the isotropic phase are 350 K and 370 K.
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The system of 600 molecules was obtained from a lattice structure in a cubic box at low



















Figure 2.8: Time evolution of orientational, P2, and positional, τ , order parameter at three temperatures for
the system with 600 molecules. Horizontal dashed lines represent the conventional orientational and positional
order threshold.
orienting field was applied for 0.5 ns under NPT conditions (T = 340 K). The field was able to
produce a P2 value of 0.74 with no positional order. Later, the field was switched off and this
metastable state used as a common starting configuration for three runs at 340, 335 and 330
K. The evolution of the orientational and positional order parameter was then followed for
some tens of ns, with the results shown in Figure 2.8. These data show clearly the existence
of a smectic phase at 330 K and an isotropic phase at 335 and 340 K. This might indicate
that our model did not lead to the nematic phase of HAB. However, it must be stressed that
reproducing by atomistic simulation a phase that spans a range of temperature of just ≃ 10
K is a formidable challenge [150].
As to the smectic phase, our analysis found an inter-layer spacing of ≃ 22.5 A˚ significantly
smaller than the experimental value of 28.9 A˚ (which corresponds to a tilt angle of ≃ 18◦ )
[50] found in a smectic A phase. As a consequence it is likely that our system was not
arranged in a smectic A phase. However, it is certainly encouraging to observe a spontaneous
positional reordering at a temperature just above the experimental smectic-nematic transition
temperature (327 K [49]). The layered structure of the smectic phase is apparent in the left
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panel of Figure 2.9; in the right panel a snapshot of the isotropic phase is shown.
T = 330 K T = 335 K
Figure 2.9: Snapshots of the smectic (left, T = 330 K, 600 molecules) and isotropic (right, T = 340 K, 210
molecules) phases of the simulated HAB systems.
In the case of the isotropic phase, the MD density values at atmospheric pressure are in
very good agreement with the experimental data [49], with errors always below 1% (see Table
2.7). Previous experience showed that a good reproduction of density is essential, not only
for a correct description of the structure of the system, but also for an accurate evaluation
of dynamic properties, e.g. diffusion, which is extremely sensitive to the density in these
materials.
Translational diffusion was evaluated from trajectories obtained in NVE runs, at four dif-
ferent temperatures in the isotropic phase. The same data were also used for a collective
dynamical property, namely shear viscosity.
As far as diffusion is concerned, for all trajectories the MSDs were computed according to
Eq. 2.14 using a 4 ns correlation time window and the curves are reported in Figure 2.10.
The computed translational diffusion coefficient is reported in Table 2.7 together with its
experimental counterpart [151], which is reproduced to a good extent. The Arrhenius treat-
ment of the temperature dependence of D leads to an activation energy of 33.4 KJ/mol, also
in good agreement with the experimental data of 31.9 kJ/mol [151]. Upon supercooling the
isotropic system down to 330 and 300 K, a subdiffusive behavior becomes apparent, with
the β relaxation regime plateau between 1 and 10 ps [152]. This is the same time window
already found in a previous work on supercooled isotropic mesogens [91, 153], so it may be
considered a fairly general feature of this kind of materials.
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Density and translational diffusion results
T ρ
(a)





(K) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) (K) (g/cm3) (10−10m2/s) (10−10m2/s)
300 1.002 - 302.0 0.972 0.27 0.23± 0.01
330 0.964 - 330.4 0.947 0.80 1.04± 0.04
350 0.939 0.930 ± 0.004 353.0 0.931 1.71 1.82± 0.06
370 0.915 0.914 ± 0.004 373.5 0.913 3.10 3.05± 0.01
380 0.902 0.906 ± 0.003 - - - -
400 0.877 0.889 ± 0.003 - - - -
Table 2.7: Experimental and simulated results of density and translational diffusion coefficient in the isotropic
phase. At T = 300 K and T = 330 K ρexp means the density of the supercooled isotropic phase, i.e. that
extrapolated from experimental densities in the isotropic range while D was obtained from a geometric average
of the longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients; (a) Ref.[151].
Shear viscosity, ηs, for the isotropic phase was investigated, too. This is a collective property










T = 300 K
T = 330 K
T = 350 K
T = 370 K
2
Figure 2.10: Time dependence of the MSD in the normal and supercooled isotropic phase (log-log scale).
that can be averaged only on successive time origins: as a consequence, it is affected by a
larger statistical uncertainty and much longer simulations are needed to obtain reliable values
for the long time limit of the function Cσ(t) of eq. (2.15). To some extent, the situation can
be improved fitting the curves with a double exponential function, as done elsewhere [149].
In Figure 2.11 the integral, whose infinite time limit yields ηs, is reported vs time, together
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Shear viscosity





Table 2.8: Temperature dependence of shear viscosity in the normal and supercooled isotropic phase.
with the fitting curves, where a fitting window of 0 – 400 ps was used at all temperatures.
Unfortunately, experimental data are not available for HAB viscosity (to the best of our
knoledge). An estimate of these MD results can be done by comparison with the correspond-
ing experimental data for the nCB series. T = 353 K corresponds roughly to a reduced
temperature of 1.05, where HAB shows (see Table 2.8) ηs = 3.8 mPa s, while experimental
values for the nCB series oscillate between 10 and 20 mPa s (see Ref. [149] and references
therein). Assuming [148] an inverse relationship between D and ηs, the experimental D value
for HAB (1.71), compared to that of nCB series (0.60-1.0 (10−10m2/s) [149]), would yield a
viscosity value in the range 5–10 mPa s, slightly larger than the computed value. However,
only experimental data can definitely asses the accuracy of the present results.



















T = 300 K
T = 330 K
T = 350 K
T = 370 K
fit
η s
Figure 2.11: Calculation of HAB shear viscosity at different temperatures for the isotropic phase, according
to equation 2.15. The exponential fits are reported in dashed lines.
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2.3 Conclusions
This parameterization route led to a good reproduction of the density of the isotropic phase
(within 1% of the experimental value) at several temperatures and of the diffusion coefficient
D. This agreement supports some confidence that the MD results of shear viscosity also may
be close to that of the real system, which are not available, to our knowledge.
In addition to the isotropic phase that appears faithfully modeled, a smectic phase at
330 K was obtained. It is rewarding that this smectic phase developed with a spontaneous
positional reordering from a system with a P2 as low as 0.4 and essentially no positional
order. This locates the transition temperature to the isotropic phase between 330 and 340
K, i.e. within 10 K of the measured value of 342 K. However, from the data collected so far,
the positionally ordered phase seems a SmC, instead of the SmA formed by the real system.
Unfortunately, no nematic phase was detected with the present parameterization of the force
field.
The incorrect smectic obtained (SmC rather than SmA) and the absence of the nematic
phase indicate that some changes are necessary on the model: two are the focus issues. The
first improvement would entail abandoning the hybrid model adopted so far (the hydrogens
of the alkyl chains are fused to the carbon they are linked to). At a significant increase of the
number of interaction sites and hence computational time, a truly full atomic model should
be able to better match the ab initio PES. In this way the inaccuracies that now affect those
geometries not included in the database for the fitting should be reduced. Consequently a
more correct modeling of the phase diagram of HAB model should be achieved, given the well
known sensitivity of these materials to apparently minor variations of the molecular structure
and interactions.
The second point to address regards the selection of the configurations whose interaction
energy is to be ab initio calculated. This database should include at least those configurations
which are alike to be populated in bulk phases, because the goal of the FF parameterization is
to reproduce bulk behavior. However, a ”reference” database, which is representative of HAB
bulk configurations, is not a priori easily constructed and the risk of excluding some important
geometries is the modeling of an inaccurate potential. Instead, chemical intuition could be
combined with short MD runs, from which significant dimer and/or trimer configurations
could be extracted. In this way the problem of obtaining a database representative of the
sample would be solved and, at the same time, a dynamical coupling between the internal
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and intermolecular coordinates would be introduced. Consequently, a better exploration of
the dimer PES would be achieved as the “visitable” configurations would not be limited to
a six-dimensional grid any more (Rˆ, uˆ⊥, uˆ‖, α, β, γ), but any internal geometry consistent
with the simulation temperature and the employed intramolecular FF could be populated.




HAB, FULL ATOMISTIC APPROACH
The UA parameterization route of Chapter 2 allowed for a partial reproduction of
HAB experimental phase diagram: smectic and isotropic phases were detected in
the correct experimental range, but no nematic phase was observed. In an attempt
of improving the results, a full atomistic approach was employed modeling inter-
molecular interactions with a 12-6 Lennard-Jones or Buckingham potential, plus a
Coulomb contribution. Unfortunately, this further atomistic detail did not succeed
in detecting HAB nematic phase. Possible explanations seem to be, on one side,
the parameterization of Einter on a database of dimer geometries which is not fully
representative of HAB bulk phases and, on the other, the use of a rigid model to
sample the PES of the flexible dimer. An approach which hopefully will overcome
these difficulties will be explored in Chapter 4.
3.1 Limits of the united atom approach
The united atom approach employed to tailor HAB FF (Chapter 2) has been shown capable of
good results, but also affected by some limits. On one side, it does predict both isotropic and
smectic phases in the correct experimental temperature range with density values in good
agreement with literature data. On the other side, however, the model fails in a detailed
description of HAB mesogenic behavior: no stable nematic phase is observed in simulation
and the predicted smectic is of the C type instead of A. We think that possible explanations
for these results can probably be the following:
1. accuracy of QM data.
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The possibility that the QM data used for the parameterization of Einter are affected by
some errors and that they should be more accurately recomputed is certainly relevant,
but it can not be pursued in the present context for evident computational reasons.
2. redundancy of the intermolecular parameter sets.
This redundancy is inherently present in our approach as a consequence of fitting with
a finite grid of points the continuous phase space of the dimer PES, but it is expected
to be as more pronounced as the dimer energy database is small. In fact, the less dimer
geometries are taken into account and the more parameter sets exist able to fit the
energy data with similar standard deviations. For HAB, a set of more than 2000 dimer
geometries was employed, a very demanding amount of QM data, but, nonetheless, the
parameter redundancy made it necessary to resort to another additional criterion to
choose one parameter set among many others. In Section 2.1, it was seen how an early
fitting with the σ of methylenic groups at 4.4 A˚ yielded the minimum standard deviation
(2.22 kJ/mol). This σ value, however, was significantly larger than that obtained, for
example, for butane (3.905 A˚ [141]) or 5OCB (3.76 A˚ [92]). Consequently, according
to chemical intuition, σCc2 were reduced to 4.1 A˚ and another fitting was carried out
obtaining a standard deviation of 2.48 kJ/mol. The difference between these two sets,
in terms of standard deviation, was only 0.26 kJ/mol, but the effect on the bulk density
was considerable: at 370 K the σ = 4.4 A˚ and 4.1 A˚ sets yielded an error of ∼ 4%
and within 1% to the experimental value, respectively. Nevertheless, the absence of the
nematic phase leads to the hypothesis that a a third best set might exist. How to find
it is a difficult problem. A systematic tuning (see for example the study of Tiberio et
al. on the nCB series in 2009 [93]) of all interacting parameters on the density or on
other observable properties is a lengthy procedure and it has the defect of running out
the ab initio nature of the present approach.
3. database of dimer geometries not representative of HAB bulk.
Formally, the best force field is that obtained through a uniform sampling of the whole
configurational space of the target dimer. In practice, a complete sampling is unfeasible
and it is important to sample, at least, all those configurations that are alike to be
found in real bulks. If some configurations are not sufficiently explored, the simulated
phase diagram may result in large inaccuracies.
It is probable that some populated regions of the configurational space of HAB dimer
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have not been explored. In fact, from an a posteriori analysis, it comes out that
the majority of the 2000 geometries of the database involves core-core interactions
together with core-chain ones, but only in minor part chain-chain interactions. Some
T-shape configurations make also part of the database, but in these cases it is only the
methyl terminal group to explore the other monomer surface (core and alkylic regions).
This non exhaustive sampling might have led to an overestimation of the energy (and
consequently over stabilization) of face-to-face configurations with respects to some
other geometries which are populated in experimental bulk phases, but that are not
included in the reference database. For these reasons including in the database new
geometries in which alkylic chains of molecule A interact with the ones of B should
allow obtaining a more accurate model of HAB.
4. lack of full atomistic details due to the UA simplification.
Previous applications of this FF protocol suggest that the long alkylic chains of HAB
might be responsible for the failure in finding the nematic phase. The same protocol
was employed, in fact, on 5CB in 2005 [121]. There, Cacelli et al. were able to pre-
dict the nematic-isotropic transition temperature between 300 and 310 K, in excellent
agreement with an experimental value of ∼ 306 K. The model parameters were then
extended to 6, 7 and 8CB [91] and for all members of the nCB series clearing tempera-
tures were correctly reproduced within ±10 K with respect to the experimental value.
Encouraging results were also obtained for both static and dynamical properties, except
for a systematic overestimate of the density (∼6%). The same FF also led to the correct
prediction of a smectic phase for 8CB [154]. In 2008 the same procedure was applied on
4-n-pentyloxy-4’-cyanobiphenyl (5OCB) [92] and the TNI was located between 330 and
350 K, in agreement with the experimental value of 340 K. In both cases, nCB series
and 5OCB, however, there was only one alkylic chain per molecule, whereas in HAB
two tails are present. Consequently, issues related to conformational flexibility (and
therefore to the rigid sampling of a flexible molecule) and to the delicate description of
alkylic groups were probably less critical than in HAB.
Further investigations were thus addressed to find out whether the problem was a local
minimum in the model PES or a non adequate sampling of the dimer PES or the united atom
treatment of aliphatic chains.
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3.2 Full atomistic approach, I (Lennard-Jones potential)
3.2.1 Full atomistic force field
Even if the common trend in MD simulations is to treat alkylic CH2 and CH3 groups as
whole interacting sites [84, 85, 155, 89, 92, 93, 154], a higher degree of realism can be reached
abandoning the UA approach to employ a full atomistic model [86, 87, 88, 90]. Within this
model alkylic hydrogens are treated explicitly so that each of the 67 atoms of HAB becomes













Figure 3.1: HAB: full atomistic (FA) model. All sites are labeled as in Figure 2.1. Alkylic hydrogens are
labeled after the carbon atom they belong to, i.e. Hc2 is an hydrogen bonded a Cc2 site.
is concerned, exploding methylic and methylenic sites means that new internal coordinates
appear: alkylic C −H bond lengths, ̂CHH and ĤCH angles as well as ̂HCCH and ̂CCCH
dihedral angles. The fitting of Eq. 2.6 should be performed again to obtain the FA parameters
of all the internal coordinates. However, the FA parameters describing internal coordinates
of HAB core are not expected to be much different from those obtained for the UA model.
It thus seemed a reasonable choice to maintain the UA equilibrium coordinate and force
constant values for the core region and to simply add to the UA potential literature terms of
stretching, bending and torsion involving the alkylic hydrogens. The extension from an UA
model to a FA one was therefore straightforward. H−C bonds were set to 1.09 A˚ and ĤCH
and ĈCH bonding angles to 109.5◦ with kb of ∼300 and ∼400 kJ/(mol·rad2), respectively
(values taken from [101, 116]). Finally, the torsional constants of the two terminal chain
dihedral angles ( ̂CCCH) were derived on butane, relying on the parameter transferability
already observed for inner ̂CCCC dihedrals (see Chapter 2). A torsional curve was thus
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computed at DFT level (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ) on butane and then fitted with a three minima
potential with kd = 6.40 kJ/mol. The potential terms of the internal chain dihedrals, instead,
were maintained the same as in the UA description, which means that the torsional energy
for rotation around a C −C bonds is totally accounted for in ̂CCCC terms, instead of being
split up into three different contributions (namely ̂CCCH, ̂HCCH and ̂CCCC).
The intermolecular contribution to the FF was much more involving. Four new kinds of
interacting sites were to be added: one for the hydrogens bonded to methylic carbons (Hc3),
one for the methylenic hydrogens bonded to Cc2 sites (Hc2) and one for those bonded to
Cc1 and Cc1∗ (Hc1 and Hc1∗). Atoms with the same label (see Figure 3.1) are considered
equivalent and possess identical parameters. The number of intermolecular parameters in
the model potential, Einter, increases from the previous 63 (21*3) to 75 (25*3) because each
new interacting site contributes with a triplet of parameters < σ, ǫ, q >. This increase of the
intermolecular parameters should lead to a better description of the dimer PES: the more
parameters the model potential Einter ( Eq. 2.9) has, the greater its flexibility is and, conse-
quently, the better is the matching of the two surfaces.
Many FA sets were investigated, changing the chosen starting parameters and the variability
ranges applied to them. All sets were derived with the fitting procedure seen in Section 2.1.3,
through the minimization of the difference between QM energy data and model analogous
quantities, with the only difference that the sums of Eq. 2.10 ran on all the 67 atoms of HAB.
However, the database of intermolecular energies was the same as for the UA approach, con-
sequently the FA model function Einter explores the same configuration phase space visited
by the UA approach. These FA sets have standard deviations of 2.0 - 3.0 kJ/mol (the UA
parameter set had a standard deviation of 2.48 kJ/mol) and they were all checked in prelim-
inary MD runs: unfortunately, none of them was able to give a stable nematic phase.
As said in the Section 3.1, an a posteriori analysis of the database of dimer geometries reveals
that chain-chain interactions have not been widely sampled. The majority of configurations,
in fact, involves only core-core or chain-core energies. This insufficient sampling might have
led to a poor description of chain-chain interactions. For this reason a further test was
performed, describing Cc2, Cc3, Hc2 and Hc3 sites with OPLS [100] parameters. OPLS pa-
rameters, in fact, are empirical sets for computational simulations, derived to reproduce bulk
experimental properties and in which three-bodies effects are therefore accounted for inher-
ently. As all other empirical sets, OPLS has not a general validity: the set is tailored on a
specific group of molecules (such as alkanes or aromatic molecules) and the more the molecule
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Intermolecular parameters
Site ǫ (kJ/mol) σ (A˚) q (e) Site ǫ (kJ/mol) σ (A˚) q (e)
Cc1 0.063 4.30 0.272 Cc1∗ 3.512 3.37 -0.009
C1 5.230 2.47 -0.367 Cn1 0.053 2.21 -0.050
C2 0.301 3.51 -0.043 Cn2 0.033 4.27 -0.066
C3 0.652 3.46 -0.043 Cn3 0.751 3.30 -0.126
C4 4.245 2.01 0.098 Cn4 4.130 2.62 -0.047
H2 0.028 2.39 0.082 Hn2 0.074 2.00 0.119
H3 0.021 2.31 0.048 Hn3 0.101 2.09 0.093
N 0.568 3.13 -0.374 Hc1(c1∗) 0.021 2.30 0.120
NO 0.040 3.64 0.729 Hc2 0.021 2.38 0.060
O 0.839 2.74 -0.428 Hc3 0.023 2.42 0.060
Cc2 0.139 3.50 -0.120 Cc3 0.603 3.50 -0.180
Table 3.1: FA-HAB: optimized intermolecular parameters for a 12-6 Lennard-Jones and Coulomb potential.
under study is similar to those used in the OPLS training set, the more the set is suitable for
that molecule. In other words, the parameter transferability is granted only within similar
molecules. OPLS all atom parameters for aliphatic chains were derived by Jorgensen et al.
in 1994 [100] and they were used here for the σ of Cc2 and Cc3 atoms (σ = 3.5 A˚). As far as
electronic charges are concerned, in the previous approach Cc2 groups were assumed charge-
less, in order to allow a straightforward extension of the FF from HAB to higher homologues:
here, Cc2 and Cc3 groups were described with OPLS charges of -0.12 and -0.18 e, respectively
and their hydrogens with a charge of 0.06 e, so to respect electroneutrality.
With these assigned charges, all σ (except for the ones of Cc2 and Cc3) and ǫ were optimized
through the fitting procedure of Eq. 2.9 and the resulting parameters are reported in Table
3.1. The standard deviation of the fitting is 3.008 kJ/mol, 0.52 kJ/mol higher than that
of the UA approach. In Figure 3.2 the same QM data of Figure 2.6 are reported and the
new FA fitted energies are compared with the previous UA model. The striking feature is
that the explicit hydrogen approach describes the parallel curve considerably worse than the
UA model, while in the other three cases the accuracy on the QM data reproduction are
comparable. However, these are only four among the many possible curves and they are far
from sufficient to gauge the quality of the new fit. For example, exactly the opposite happens
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Figure 3.2: FA-HAB: computed and fitted energy curves for the same geometrical arrangement of Figure
2.6: parallel (p-FF), antiparallel (a-FF), cross (x-FF) and side-face (p-SF). Black circles represent the FRM
energies and the green point marked ’DIMER’ shows the interaction energy of the dimer, computed ab initio
for the whole molecules (no FRM, see Chapter 2). Lines are fitted energies. The red solid one is the UA
potential curve of Chapter 2, reported for comparison. The dot-dashed curves are FA fittings employing a
12-6 Lennard-Jones (blue) and a Buckingham potential function (violet) (see Section 2.2 and 2.3).
in an antiparallel arrangement slightly different from that of Figure 3.2. The QM data for
a simple displacement of molecule B along Rˆ (no other shift applied) are shown in Figure
3.3. Here, it is the UA curve that largely overestimates the interaction energy while the FA
model shows a much better matching to the QM data.
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Figure 3.3: FA-HAB: computed and fitted energy curves for an antiparallel geometrical arrangement. It is
the same geometry reported in Figure 2.6 and 3.2, but this time no shift on uˆ⊥ has been applied on molecule B.
Black circles represent the FRM energies and the green point marked ’DIMER’ shows the interaction energy of
the dimer, computed ab initio for the whole molecules (no FRM, see Chapter 2). The lines are fitted energies.
The red solid one is the UA potential curve of Chapter 2, here reported for comparison. The dot-dashed
curves are FA fittings employing a 12-6 Lennard-Jones (blue) and a Buckingham potential function (violet)
(see Section 2.2 and 2.3).
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3.2.2 MD simulations
Computational details
The above FA force field was employed for MD simulations carried out with the GROMACS
4 [10] package on a cubic systems of 400 and 1000 HAB molecules. In all runs bond lengths
were kept fixed at their equilibrium value using SHAKE algorithm [143], with a timestep of
1.5 fs. Charge-charge long range forces were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method
[144, 145], with a fourth order spline interpolation (Fourier spacing = 0.18 nm), while the
short range interactions were truncated at Rc = 11 A˚. In the NPT ensemble, temperature and
pressure were kept constant using the coupling scheme of Nose-Hoover (coupling constant of
0.5 ps) [156, 157] and Parrinello-Rahman (coupling constant of 1.6 ps), respectively [158].
Standard corrections for energy and virial were employed [112].
Bulk simulations: FA-HAB, Lennard-Jones potential
As a first test of the mesogenic behavior of the FA model of HAB with intermolecular inter-
actions modeled with a 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential and a Coulomb contribution, a phase of
400 molecules (26800 interaction sites) with orientational order (P2 = 0.6), but positionally
disordered (τ = 0.2) was built up applying an electric field. The field was then switched off
and the relaxation of the system was studied at different temperatures, from 320 K to 350 K
for several ns to find out whether an explicit description of hydrogens was sufficient to lead
to a stable nematic bulk. P2 and τ trends for all temperatures are reported in Figure 3.4.
At 320 K HAB was smectic: after an initial decrease to 0.4, P2 raised up to 0.6, whilst τ
reached 0.5. 40 ns were considered sufficient to ascertain the formation of positional order in
the system and the simulation was stopped.
HAB behavior at 330 K confirmed our assumption: P2 and τ values above 0.9 and 0.8 in ∼
60 ns pointed out at an extremely defined layering of molecules. This high value of τ is quite
unexpected for a smectic A phase, where it oscillates normally around 0.5, as it can be seen
for example in 4-n-octyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl [91]. The run was stopped after more than 60 ns
and the resulting phase had a density of 0.984 g/cm3, higher than that of the UA description
at the same temperature (0.965 g/cm3). The error with respect to the experimental value
of the density (0.97 g/cm3) is only 1.44%, but the inter-layer distance of ∼ 20.5 A˚ is still
significantly smaller than the experimental value of 28.9 A˚ [50]. Moreover, the orientation
of the director associated to P2 does not coincide with the normal to the layers, but a tilt
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angle was detected. These features suggest that, as in the UA approach, the model system
does not arrange itself in a smectic A phase.
The evolution of the starting pseudo-nematic was also followed at 340 K and 350 K for a few
tens of ns. In both cases the nematic phase melted to an isotropic phase and the orientational
order parameter collapsed to 0.2. The 340 K system had a density of 0.954 g/cm3 and this




















Figure 3.4: FA-HAB: MD simulations at different temperature with a FA model. Top panel: orientational
order parameter, P2; bottom panel: positional order parameter, τ .
detected; this FA model seems suffering from all the limits of the UA approach. However,
the experimental range of existence of the nematic phase is 327 - 342 K, only ∼15 K, and its
detection is a difficult challenge, also due to the unavoidable fluctuations. Due to this narrow
range of existence, simulations would benefit from an enlargement of the system size: the
bigger the number of molecules the smaller are the fluctuations of observable quantities. To
rule out a possible dependence of the nematic stability on the system size a brief study with
a thousand molecules was thus undertaken. With 67000 interaction sites two temperatures,
325 and 330 K, were investigated for more than ∼ 80 ns, starting from an isotropic phase.
Unfortunately, neither this attempt was successful. At 330 K the system was isotropic, while
a spontaneous reorganization into a smectic phase was observed at 325 K, Figure 3.5. The
computational resources available did not allow for a further enlargement, and investigations
were thus led to explore other possible causes for the missing of the nematic phase.
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Figure 3.5: FA-HAB: MD simulations at different temperatures with an all atom model. The employed
intermolecular potential is the 12-6 Lennard-Jones and the system is made up of 1000 molecules (67000
interaction sites).
3.3 Full atomistic approach, II (Buckingham potential)
Beyond a full atomistic description of HAB molecule, a higher degree of flexibility on Einter,
with respect of the UA Lennard-Jones approach, can be reached using a different model
function, such as Buckingham potential [159]. This is a pair potential made up of two terms
responsible for repulsion and attraction, respectively. As in the Lennard-Jones potential the
attractive term is proportional to 1/r6, where r is the site - site distance. On the contrary,
the exchange repulsion that originates from the Pauli exclusion principle is described by a
more realistic exponential function of distance, instead of the inverse twelfth power used by





where i and j are the interacting sites of two different molecules, rij is the site-site distance










Buckingham potential has a clear advantage with respect of the Lennard-Jones one: each
pair of interacting sites is described with three parameters (A, B and C) instead of two (σ,
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ǫ). In the HAB case this means going from 63 (UA) or 75 (FA, I) parameters to 100. This
should allow a better matching of the Einter, model potential, to the PES dimer.
A new fitting was thus performed, as explained in Section 2.1, on the same energy database









where EBij is the above Buckingham potential. All parameters were accurately checked to
prevent ”Buckingham catastrophe” in the range 2 - 12 A˚. Buckingham potential, in fact, goes
to −∞ for r → 0 (see Eq. 3.1), meaning that an atom pair is allowed to move into very close
contact where the short range potential is unphysical. As for the first FA approach, many
sets were derived and checked in preliminary MD runs. Among them only one is reported
as a way of example (see Table 3.2). This set has a standard deviation of 1.75 kJ/mol,
more than one kJ/mol lower with respect of the UA and FA-LJ ones (2.48 and 3.00 kJ/mol,
respectively). In Figure 3.2 and 3.3 Buckingham curves for some configurations are also
shown, in violet. In Figure 3.2, as far as the parallel arrangement is concerned, it can be seen
that the Buckingham agreement on QM data is intermediate between that of the UA and
FA approach. The three fittings perform comparatively both in the antiparallel and cross
geometries, while Buckingham performs a little worse than the other two in the parallel side-
face arrangement. The improvement in the PES matching can be appreciated, for example,
in the antiparallel geometry of Figure 3.3.
In order to investigate the missing nematic phase, the same approach of Section 2.2 and
3.2 was used (and the same computational details of Section 3.2 are still valid). A system
of 400 molecules was ordered in a pseudo-nematic phase and its relaxation was followed










T = 310 K
T = 320 K
Figure 3.6: FA-HAB: MD simulations at different temperatures with an all atom model. The employed
Einter model is the Buckingham potential. The system is made up of 400 molecules (26800 interaction sites).
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Intermolecular parameters
Site A B C q Site A B C q
Cc1 353888.2 3.67 2617.9 0.172 Cc1∗ 103716.6 3.21 3716.6 0.029
C1 713417.6 4.72 662.7 -0.304 Cn1 227917.8 5.55 114.2 -0.040
C2 107415.8 3.17 2187.8 -0.046 Cn2 113078.3 3.49 176.1 -0.090
C3 1104486.9 3.90 6995.2 -0.009 Cn3 73678.9 3.86 493.8 -0.133
C4 1663947.1 5.08 50.6 0.102 Cn4 315420.8 4.39 456.2 -0.114
H2 22180.6 4.38 107.1 0.051 Hn2 1500.9 3.95 31.8 0.064
H3 2365.2 3.26 38.9 0.023 Hn3 1260.7 3.54 50.6 0.176
N 46834.9 3.12 2159.8 -0.368 Hc1(∗) 1568.2 4.00 17.2 -0.005
NO 19166.5 2.98 2540.5 0.727 Hc2 513.1 3.56 0.0 0.000
O 184674.2 4.02 911.3 -0.404 Hc3 1294.6 3.63 1.3 0.000
Cc2 1207892.4 3.89 4423.3 0.000 Cc3 132633.5 4.29 1180.8 0.074
Table 3.2: FA-HAB: optimized Buckingham intermolecular parameters. Units are the following: A
(kJ/mol), B (A−1) and C (A6kJ/mol).
for some tens of ns at different temperatures. Once again the search revealed baﬄing: the
pseudo-nematic orientational order collapsed even at 310 K, see Figure 3.6. Indeed the chosen
parameter set was not the right one for HAB, notwithstanding the low standard deviation.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this and in the previous Chapter the same protocol for FF parameterization has been
presented, applied to different models for HAB molecule. Even if capable of good results, none
of the models revealed sufficient accuracy to reproduce correctly the whole phase diagram
of this mesogenic molecule and its nematic phase was never observed in simulation. The
employed ab initio procedure seems affected by some serious limits, such as the parameter
set redundancy and the lack of a systematic strategy to an adequate sampling of the dimer
configurational phase space. In the case of HAB, many attempts were led to overcome these
limits tuning some of the ab initio parameters in a way to reproduce experimental quantities
in simulation, but this can not be a satisfactory solution. First of all this procedure is
considerably lengthy, because it is practically impossible to evaluate how modifications on the
parameters will propagate on bulk properties beforehand and many explorative simulations
are required to compare the results with experimental data. Second, and most important, it
is not an a priori procedure: experimental data are required for the tuning of the parameters
with the natural consequence that the FF protocol looses its general validity (because it
can be applied only in presence of experimental data) together with its pure ab initio and
predictive nature.
In the following Chapter a different FF tailoring protocol will be explored, where inter-
molecular parameters are iteratively fitted on an increasing database of dimer interaction





PARAMETRIZATION, A NOVEL APPROACH
A new FF parametrization route is proposed. The novelty of this approach with
respect of that of Chapter 2 and 3 is the way the ”reference” set of dimer configu-
rations is constructed. This is the set made up of chosen geometries whose energy
is QM computed and used to parameterize the function Einter. In Chapter 2 and
3 these configurations were a priori chosen, now they are extracted from short MD
runs. In this way a better exploration of the dimer PES and of the monomer confor-
mational space should be achieved. The intermolecular parameters are iteratively
improved by fitting Einter on the QM energies of the increasing database of dimer
geometries extracted from the MD trajectory.
The strategy for the dimer selection has been coded in a Fortran program, named
PICKY. A first test on a simple molecule, toluene, is presented as a way of example,
but the method is general and it can be applied to whatever molecule. Work is
currently in progress to improve and test the code.
4.1 Common problems in FF tailored parameterizations
The construction of accurate potentials for MD simulations is a challenging task as it is
demonstrated by HAB (see Figure 1.1) study in Chapters 2 and 3. The adopted protocol
consisted of two main steps for both the inter and intramolecular part of the potential. At
first, there was the exploration with suitable QM methods of the PES of the molecule dimer
and of the monomer conformational space of flexible dihedrals. Then, the QM interaction
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energies of the dimers were fitted with a model potential Einter and the torsional profiles,
together with the energy of the full optimized geometry, were fitted with the model function
Eintra. In this way the parameters of the FF, equilibrium values and force constants of
internal coordinates on one side and interaction parameters (q, σ, ǫ or q, A, B, C) on the
other, were derived.
Potentials obtained in this way have a strong ab initio nature and they could be used for
realistic predictions of the properties of new materials. However, in some cases this predictive
connotation is lost or weakened (as for HAB) because it becomes necessary to tune one or
more parameters on experimental properties to improve the results. Strategies to avoid this
inconvenience are fundamental to preserve unaltered all potentialities of the method and our
studies on HAB have put in evidence some limits of the protocol, mainly connected to the
way the selection of dimer geometries was operated. On this subject, three issues reveal to
be critical.
The first is how to choose the geometries whose energy will be QM computed. This
database should include at least those configurations which are alike to be populated in bulk
phases, because the goal of the FF parameterization is indeed to reproduce bulk behavior.
However, an a priori understanding of which configurations are needed to obtain a ”reference”
set of geometries that is representative of the real sample is not always an intuitive task.
The problem concerns with the intermolecular arrangements different from the ones of the
reference set, because they can be populated in the MD simulated sample, but inaccuracies
on their predicted energies may affect bulk properties.
The second consideration concerns with the frozen monomer sampling. The exploration
of the dimer PES was performed by changing the relative position of molecule B with respect
of molecule A with movements along uˆ⊥, Rˆ, uˆ‖, and rotations of α, β and γ (see Figure
2.4). The internal geometries of both A and B monomers, instead, were frozen in their
optimized conformations. However, this is a rather drastic approximation. It can happen
that the equilibrium conformation of A and B molecules in a dimer is different from that of
the isolated molecules, because the presence of the other molecule can induce conformational
changes in the more flexible degrees of freedom. Moreover, the kinetic energy of the atoms in
the MD runs allows the system to explore portions of the PES not necessarily close to local
PES minima, so that this constraint should be removed.
Finally, mapping the dimer PES onto a finite grid of points brings in the problem of the
redundancy of the intermolecular parameter sets. The fewer points are considered and the less
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the behavior of the model function Einter is guided: a good fitting will be anyone performing
satisfactorily at the grid points, no matter its value at all other points. Intuitively, the fewer
points are sampled and the more parameter sets will be able to describe it within a certain
standard deviation. These sets, however, can result in very different potentials in those non
explored regions, with drastic consequences at run time. Therefore, the choice of the “right”
set of parameters among many others is fundamental for the success of the simulation, but,
at the same time it remains a tricky problem as no objective criteria can guide it. Clearly,
an increase in the QM database would cut down this redundancy, but QM data can be very
expensive from a computational point of view and such an extension is not always feasible.
On the contrary, strategies could be adopted to improve the sampling, that is the quality of
the explored model PES.
In summary, there are two main limits in the previously proposed route to intermolecular
FF parameterization: the absence of a systematic strategy for the choice of dimer geometries
and the rigid sampling.
4.2 Interatomic potential from ab initio data and MD simula-
tions
Among the many attempts of obtaining intermolecular FF parameters from first principles
results was that of Ercolessi and Adams in 1994 [160]. The numerical engine of their method
is based on matching as closely as possible the first principles forces with those predicted
from the classical potentials, and for this reason it was named as the force-matching (FM)
method. After their first application to derive a glue potential for aluminium [160], this
method was successfully applied to derive the force field for several systems [161, 162, 163]
and its algorithm was coded in many softwares [164, 165]. Recently, in 2008, Akin-Ojo et al.
proposed the adaptive energy force-matching method (AFM), a modification of the original
FM method in which the parameters to reproduce atomic forces obtained from ab initio
simulations in the condensed phase are iteratively improved [111].
Following their suggestion, a strategy different from that of Chapter 2 and 3 was entailed
to overcome the problems seen in the previous Section. The basic idea is the following:
sampling dimer configurations from MD trajectories, computing their ab initio energies and
using them to fit Einter, iteratively. Once chosen the internal FF (which stays the same
throughout the whole process), the main steps of the procedure are illustrated in Figure 4.1
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and are the following:
1. The MD run.
An initial intermolecular FF is chosen to start the simulation (for example a set of q,
σ, ǫ). It can be a general FF (such as OPLS [101], AMBER [103], CHARMM [7]), or a
more specific one obtained in some other ways. It is a first guess and it does not need to
be accurate. The simulation is run and some dimer configurations are extracted from
the MD trajectory with criteria that will be discussed later on.
2. The QM computation.
Interaction energies of the selected dimer configurations are ab initio computed at a
sufficient level of theory (for example with suitable post-Hartree–Fock methods to cor-
rectly account for dispersion energies).
3. The Fitting.
On one side there is the database of QM intermolecular energies and on the other
there are the predicted energies for the same geometries by the current FF. A merit
function is constructed, which contains the difference of these two quantities. From its
minimization a new set of parameters (q′, σ′, ǫ′) is obtained. The procedure goes on
iteratively, until a convergence threshold on the value of the parameters is reached.
This procedure naturally addresses two of the three issues described in Section 4.1. The
geometries of A and B monomers, in fact, are not any more rigid. They are extracted from
an MD trajectory and as such they can be found in any internal geometry consistent with
the simulation temperature and the employed intramolecular FF. This implies that Einter
is not derived from fitting a six-dimensional grid of points, but from a space which has the
same dimensionality of the dimer PES and that a dynamical coupling between the internal
and intermolecular coordinates is introduced.
Moreover, as parameters for condensed phases are looked for, the sampled configurational
space should include at least those geometries alike to be found in bulk. This means that
it is not important to sample homogeneously the whole configurational space, but, on the
contrary, a sort of importance sampling is performed extracting the configurations from a
simulated bulk. According to the quality of the guess FF, more or less important regions will
be explored. If the initial parameter set is a poor one, it is probable that unimportant points
will be chosen in the first iterations. On the contrary, if the set is a good minimum more
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populated regions will be sampled. At any rates, along the iterations the FF improves and
with it the importance of the visited space. Hopefully, there will not be any need of tuning
the parameters on experimental properties and the a priori nature of the method will be thus
preserved.








Figure 4.1: FF parametrization approach based on QM data and MD simulations: main steps of the
method are shown.
4.3 The role of FRM
The FRM method (Section 2.1, [25]) has in the new approach the same fundamental impor-
tance as before. Once more, intermolecular energies of target dimers are computed with this
method which allows us to recover Einter as a suitable combination of the interaction energies
of the smaller fragments making up monomers A and B. However, FRM does not provide
only the total A · · ·B interaction energy, but also the fragment-fragment contributions. These
data have a clear physical meaning and they might help in cutting down the redundancy of
the sets of intermolecular parameters. According to Eq. 2.9, the best set of parameters is the
one that minimizes the difference between the QM energy and the model potential Einter, no
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matter how the various site-site interactions concur to it. The kth geometry can be considered












where LJ and B refer to a Lennard-Jones or Buckingham potential, and i and j are the
interacting sites on monomer A and B, respectively. In the fitting, a suitable variability
range is applied on each parameter to help absolute minimum research and to guide the
minimization process towards physically sound solutions. Apart from that, however, there
is nothing else to control the contributions to the total Einter coming from the different
molecular portions (to which i and j belong).
A molecule of 5CB can be considered. This has a rigid cyanophenyl portion connected to a
five carbon alkylic chain. The interaction energy of a molecule A with a molecule B can be
seen as made up of the interaction of the cyanophenyl portion of A(B) with the cyanophenyl
and alkylic portions of B(A), in the following way:
E(CNC6H4C5H11 · · ·CNC6H4C5H11)→
→ E(CNC6H4 · · ·CNC6H4) + E(CNC6H4 · · ·C5H11) +
E(C5H11 · · ·CNC6H4) + E(C5H11 · · ·C5H11) (4.2)
These terms are very similar to possible FRM fragments, with the only difference that within
the FRM method the valence of all moieties is saturated with intruder groups. The FRM
fragmentation scheme of 5CB using H atoms as intruders would be the following:
CNC6H4C5H11 → CNC6H5 + C5H12 −H2
and the interaction energy of a dimer:
E((CNC6H5 + C5H12 −H2) · · · (CNC6H5 + C5H12 −H2))→
→ E(CNC6H5 · · ·CNC6H5) + E(CNC6H5 · · ·C5H12)− E(CNC6H5 · · ·H2) +
E(C5H12 · · ·CNC6H5) + E(C5H12 · · ·C5H12)− E(C5H12 · · ·H2)−
E(H2 · · ·CNC6H5)− E(H2 · · ·C5H12) + E(H2 · · ·H2) (4.3)
In the last equation the underlined terms correspond to the four quantities of Eq. 4.2, apart
for the H saturation. From this picture it may be required that the best parameter set is
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the one able to minimize the differences (UFRM − Einter)2 of Eq. 2.9, but also to distribute
correctly the total interaction energy between the different molecular portions. Consequently,
FRM fragment-fragment energies may be included in the database of QM energies and used
as useful guidelines to the PES via Eq. 2.9.
In Figure 4.2 a dimer of HAB is reported in a configuration in which a great part of the
interaction energy arises from a favorable chain-chain disposition. Referring to Figure 2.4 the
configuration is obtained with a 3.5, -12.7 and 15.0 A˚ shift on uˆ⊥, Rˆ and uˆ‖, respectively,
and with α = 180◦. The geometry shown in the bottom right panel is obtained moving away
molecule B along the direction shown by the dotted arrow in the bottom left panel. The FRM
involved energy is also shown in Figure 4.2, where both the total interaction energy (green
plus) and the chain-chain contribution (black circles) are reported. The blue dot-dashed
curve is the potential energy predicted by the FA-LJ potential of Section 3.2 and the solid
one is the portion of the same energy coming from interaction between alkylic sites, only.
Analogous quantities are also presented for the Buckingham potential of Section 3.3. The
four curves are predictions, as these geometries do not belong to the energy database used
in the fittings. The agreement between the QM and model energy is quite satisfactory in
the attractive range, less in the repulsive region. Moreover, it can be noted that the chain-
chain LJ energy nearly coincides with the total one, as reasonable. As for the Buckingham
potential, instead, two distinct curves can be seen. This means that a different partition of
Einter has occurred on the pairs of interacting sites.
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     r  = 15 A r = 25 A
Figure 4.2: Bottom panel: a dimer of HAB. The configuration on the right is obtained moving molecule
B of HAB dimer along the direction shown by the dotted arrow. Top panel: interaction energy curves for
the displacement of molecule B are shown. Symbols are interaction energies computed with FRM: green plus
and black circles are total and chain-chain interaction energies, respectively. Blue (FA-LJ) and violet (FA-B)
curves are obtained with the potentials of Chapter 3. Dashed and solid curves are total and chain-chain
interaction energies, respectively. r refers to the shift along uˆ‖ (see text and Figure 2.4).
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4.4 PICKY, a sampling code
Using MD configurations rules out the problem of a rigid sampling and it should help at an
importance selection of bulk geometries, which is fundamental for the derivation of a reliable
FF for condensed phases. However, how to choose a dimer geometry instead of another
from an MD trajectory remains a critical step. At this purpose, we have coded a systematic
strategy in a Fortran program, named PICKY. This program reads the MD trajectory and FF
files (MOSCITO or GROMACS format) and it selects a certain number of dimers satisfying
some conditions from the final snapshot of the simulation. The code is totally general and it
can be applied both to rigid and flexible molecules, as the FF protocol, itself. PICKY is now
a beta version and work is in progress to improve and assess the quality of its performances.
4.4.1 Selection criteria
It was said previously that, ideally, the best sampling is the one which explores the whole
configurational space homogeneously. However, this is an unfeasible task. First of all because
it can become extremely expensive from a computational point of view. Secondly, as we
are looking for FFs to study condensed phases, it is useless to choose, for example, those
configurations which do not occur in real bulk. There is a sort of hierarchy of importance in
the different geometries: some are more fundamental than others for the realism of the FF
and sampling from an MD trajectory should apply this hierarchy naturally.
The idea of the strategy has two main aspects. The first is that when a dimer is extracted
from the trajectory, a comparison with each of the already accepted dimers is performed
to check if a dimer with very similar geometry was already included in the database. In
fact, it would be pointless to include very similar configurations in the sample as it is more
convenient to explore as much as possible the variety of the configurational space of the
current MD trajectory. The second is connected to the improvement of the FF along the
iterations. In the first runs, in fact, the quality of the selection (in terms of importance)
depends on the quality of the initial guess of the FF. As the iterations go on, however, the
MD is governed by more and more relevant potentials and more populated geometries are
gradually added.
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4.4.2 The Difference Index (DI)
The central idea of PICKY is that a dimer is accepted (i. e. included in the reference sample)
only if it is sufficiently different from the others in the database and the difference index (DI)
is the quantity that translates this concept into a mathematical quantity. This index ranges
from 0 to 1 and refers to a pair of dimers. The more it approaches 1 and the less the two
dimers have in common, while DI = 0 means the two dimer are identical.
At the moment, DI has been designed to compare two dimers of homologous molecules having
a central rigid core and flexible lateral chains (the prototype of mesogens), but the constraints
can be easily removed. DI has been thought as a combination of three contributions. The
first refers to the reciprocal position of A and B cores within the dimer. The second accounts
for the relative position of alkylic chains and the third compares the internal geometries of
A and B monomers of the two dimers.
The descriptors chosen to evaluate the degree of difference between the cores of the two
dimers are scalar products of the following form:
V =
∥∥∥(VˆiA · VˆjB)k1 − (VˆiA · VˆjB)k2∥∥∥ (4.4)
where Vˆi(j) is a chosen versor belonging to A or B molecule in the k
th sampled configuration.
For each monomer core four atoms are chosen to define a long and a short molecular axis
whose versors are LˆA(B) and SˆA(B), respectively. A and B versors can be combined in scalar
products to obtain the following quantities LˆA ·LˆB, LˆA ·Rˆ, LˆB ·Rˆ, SˆA ·SˆB, that taken together
provide a synthetic description of the relative position of the two molecules, according to the
invariance of the dimer for rotation and translation. Moreover two possibilities have to be
studied in the comparison of two dimers. The first is the one in which the first molecule (A)
of dimer χ is compared to the first monomer (A) of dimer k and the second molecule (B) of
χ to the second monomer (B) of k. The second case is the one in which the first molecule
(A) of χ is compared to the second (B) of k and the second (B) of χ to the first (A) of k.
By way of example, let χ be the dimer under examination and the database of already
accepted geometries have Nc configurations. χ is compared to each k (k = 1, Nc), in turn.
As for DIcore, two quantities are computed. The first refers to the comparison of Aχ with Ak




(∥∥∥(LˆA · LˆB)χ − (LˆA · LˆB)k∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥(SˆA · SˆB)χ − (SˆA · SˆB)k∥∥∥+∥∥∥(LˆA · Rˆ)χ − (LˆA · Rˆ)k∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥(LˆB · Rˆ)χ − (LˆB · Rˆ)k∥∥∥) (4.5)
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where Rˆ is the versor connecting the barycenter of A and B monomers.
The second quantity refers, instead, to the comparison of Aχ with Bk and Bχ with Ak. As




(∥∥∥(LˆA · LˆB)χ − (LˆB · LˆA)k∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥(SˆA · SˆB)χ − (SˆB · SˆA)k∥∥∥+∥∥∥(LˆA · Rˆ)χ + (LˆB · Rˆ)k∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥(LˆB · Rˆ)χ + (LˆA · Rˆ)k∥∥∥) (4.6)
where A and B of the second dimer have been exchanged.
As for DIchain, the conformation of lateral chains can be accounted for defining two atoms
at the extremes of each tail. The elongation of the chain is computed as the distance of these
two atoms and it is compared with the analogous quantity in the kth dimer. Scalar products
of the chain versors Cˆi are also computed, as they provide useful information on the relative









∥∥∥(CˆiA · CˆiB)χ − (CˆiA · CˆiB)k∥∥∥+ c · ‖(CiA + CiB)χ − (CiA + CiB)k‖) (4.7)
where nax is the number of chain axis, Ci is the elongation of the i
th chain axis and c is a
suitable normalizing factor.
Finally, a third contribution to DI comes from the comparison of internal geometries. In
this case, the similarity of the two dimers is ascertained comparing the value of all internal
coordinates λ (bond lengths, angle bending and rigid dihedral angles) of A and B monomers






(‖λiAχ − λiAk‖+ ‖λiBχ − λiBk‖) (4.8)
where λiAχ means the i
th internal coordinate of monomer A in the geometry χ and cic is
another normalizing factor. Following the above considerations, the following quantity has






(‖λiAχ − λiBk‖+ ‖λiBχ − λiAk‖) (4.9)
The complete DI of dimers χ and k is therefore the minimum value between the two combi-

















where w are weights that can have different values so to weight a contribution more than the
others. The dimer χ is accepted if DIk is above a threshold value for each k, because this
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means that χ is sufficiently different from all k. The threshold value is chosen in input and
it can be varied in the different iterations to obtain a more or less severe selection.
Apart from this, distance and energy constraints are also available in PICKY to customize
the selection. Their definition takes place in the input file of the program, where the number
of dimers to choose is indicated, together with the name of the files from where the code
reads the trajectory and the FF, the atoms defining the long, short and chain axis, the
FRM fragmentation scheme of the molecule and the requested level of theory for the QM
computation of dimer energies. Of the selected dimers PICKY stores in separate files the
geometry, so that visual inspection can be done, and descriptors, such as scalar products.
Furthermore PICKY automatically prepares for each accepted geometry suitable GAUSSIAN
03 [119] input files for the QM calculation of the dimer interaction energy, if necessary, within
FRM method.
By way of example here is the algorithm of PICKY at the jth dimer selection:
1. Molecule A is chosen near the center of the simulation box
2. Interaction energies with all molecules within a radius RAB around A are computed and
an ordered list is created. On top of the list are the dimers (A and one of its neighbors)
with minima interaction energies (attractive range).
3. The A B dimer with minimum interaction energy is chosen. If this energy falls in the
range of acceptance selected in the input file the dimer moves up to the following step,
otherwise another B is selected from the ordered list of step 2.
4. The Difference Index is computed between this dimer and each of those in the accepted
database, in turn.
5. If the dimer is sufficiently different from all geometries in the database it is accepted
and a new A is selected, going back to step 1. Otherwise the dimer is rejected and
another B is chosen, going back to step 3.
The procedure goes on until a certain number of dimers is sampled. The same molecule
can not be sampled twice in the same run, as to provide the largest possible variability
of the sample. RAB and the range of acceptance on the energy are useful to orient the
sampling, for example, in repulsive regions instead of attractive ones. Finally, short MD
runs at high temperature and/or pressure could be used to sample those regions of the dimer
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PES which are less populated at room temperature, but that could be useful for an accurate
determination of the contact distance parameters σ.
4.5 Preliminary application: toluene
The following is just a proof of concept as work is currently in progress to improve PICKY
code. As a first test of PICKY performances, the new FF parameterization route was applied
on toluene. This molecule seemed a good first benchmark as it does not possess any flexible
alkylic chains. Therefore, the difference index between two dimers is made up of only two
contributions:
DI = wcoreDIcore + wintraDIintra
allowing a first, partial control of the code behavior.
Toluene was modeled full atomistic (see Figure 4.3) and the initial FF was derived as fol-
lows. As for the intramolecular contribution, toluene was fully optimized at DFT (B3LYP/cc-
pVDZ) level and atomic charges as well as the intramolecular parameters of Eintra were
derived as described in Section 2.1. As for the Einter term of the FF (modeled as a 12-
6 Lennard-Jones potential and a charge - charge contribution), instead, literature σ and ǫ
intermolecular parameters were employed [166], scaled by +30% and -30%, respectively.
A simple cubic arrangement of 512 molecules was then created and equilibrated for a
few ns at 298 K and atmospheric pressure with the MOSCITO package [142]. In all runs
bond lengths were kept fixed at their equilibrium value using SHAKE algorithm [143] which
allowed for using a timestep of 1.5 fs. Charge-charge long range forces were treated with the
particle mesh Ewald method [144, 145], using a convergence parameter α of 5.36/2Rc and a
fourth order spline interpolation, while the short range interactions were truncated at Rc=
10 A˚ , employing standard corrections for energy and virial [112]. Temperature and pressure
were kept constant using the weak coupling scheme of Berendsen et al. [146].
From the final snapshot of the trajectory 50 dimers in the attractive range were extracted
employing PICKY code, with the following restrictions: RAB = 20 A˚ and E
inter < −1
kJ/mol. The DI was set to 0.1, because this value allowed for a variety of configurations to
be sampled. However, many parameters concurring to DI still need accurate tuning and this
value can not be taken as reference.
On this reference set the interaction energy was not QM computed, as previously done in
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Chapter 2. A literature FF (σ and ǫ of [166]) was employed instead to reduce computational
time. This set is here labeled as FFQM because it replace the QM calculations of interaction
energies and it is reported in the last column of Table 4.1. The ”exact” value towards which
the starting σ and ǫ (±30% of the FFQM ) should converge is therefore known.
















Figure 4.3: Toluene: full atomistic model
standard deviation of 2.12 kJ/mol. Due to the limited number of dimer configurations in
the database, a small range of variability was applied on the parameters, so to prevent the
function Einter from going into an unphysical local minimum among the many presents. The
obtained parameters are reported in the third column of Table 4.1.
These new intermolecular interaction parameters were employed for a second MD run, in the
same conditions of temperature and pressure as the first and other 50 dimers were extracted.
The fitting on the database of 100 geometries cat down the standard deviation of three order
of magnitude: from 2.12 to 7.9 · 10−3 kJ/mol (see fourth column of Table 4.1).
Finally, a third MD run was led, at high temperature (500 K) and pressure (1000 atm),
to sample more repulsive geometries with shorter contact distances. Selection constraints
were set as following in PICKY input file: RAB = 6 A˚ and −5 < Einter < 20.0 kJ/mol. A
fitting performed on these 150 geometries yielded a standard deviation of 2.3 · 10−2 kJ/mol,
a value higher than that obtained in second run. It is apparent by looking at the last column
of Table 4.1 that the reference σ are very well reproduced. As for ǫ, instead, the agreement
is not as satisfactory. The fitting does not distribute the aromatic interactions equally on
the five carbon sites and the function Einter remains trapped in a local minimum. However,
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if a further fit is performed on these parameters adding the constraint of equivalence among
all aromatic C and H sites the function reaches a new minimum with a standard deviation
of 1.3 · 10−5 kJ/mol (set IV of Table 4.1). At any rates this is only a first investigation of
PICKY performances on a very simple molecule and the obtained standard deviations can
not be taken as reference values.
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Intermolecular parameter: ǫ (·10−2kJ/mol)
Site Start I II III IV FFQM
Ch3 14.05 11.97 11.06 19.87 20.12 20.12
H 9.39 7.32 17.29 13.30 13.39 13.39
C1 23.03 23.03 36.17 27.69 32.93 32.96
C2 23.03 23.03 32.59 39.08 32.93 32.96
C3 23.03 23.03 31.26 24.61 32.93 32.96
C4 23.03 23.03 33.09 47.81 32.93 32.96
H2 8.98 6.90 12.97 12.64 12.80 12.80
H3 8.98 6.90 13.14 13.63 12.80 12.80
H4 8.98 6.90 13.47 10.56 12.80 12.80
Intermolecular parameter: σ (A˚)
Start I II III IV FFQM
Ch3 4.63 4.33 3.58 3.56 3.56 3.56
H 3.19 2.89 2.46 2.46 2.45 2.46
C1 4.54 4.24 3.54 3.54 3.49 3.49
C2 4.54 4.24 3.50 3.46 3.49 3.49
C3 4.54 4.24 3.52 3.56 3.49 3.49
C4 4.54 4.24 3.46 3.41 3.49 3.49
H2 3.13 2.83 2.40 2.41 2.41 2.41
H3 3.13 2.83 2.41 2.39 2.41 2.41
H4 3.13 2.83 2.42 2.45 2.41 2.41
St. Dev. (kJ/mol) - 2.12 7.9 · 10−3 2.3 · 10−2 1.3 · 10−5 -
Table 4.1: Test on Toluene: intermolecular parameters ǫ and σ for toluene interacting sites. Starting and
target parameters are listed in the second and last columns, respectively. Three iterations are reported. Set
IV is obtained fitting on the same database of set III, but considering equivalent all aromatic H and C, see
text.
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4.6 Conclusions
In this Chapter a new approach for FF parameterization has been presented. The novelty
with respect to the protocol seen in Chapter 2 and 3 is that the database of dimer geometries
is extracted from MD trajectories. This strategy seems promising, because it provides a
systematic way to sample populated regions of the dimer configurational and conformational
phase spaces. However, this study is in its early stage and there are not enough tests to gauge
if it will turn out to be a sound improvement of the protocol for the FF parameterization and
if it will be sufficient to overcome the many problems of sampling and fitting. The application
on toluene is presented just as a first test. Further ones are planned to accurately tune the
DI threshold value and the weights of Eq. 4.10, so that DIcore, DIchain and DIintra might
concur in appropriate proportions. Toluene and pyridine seem good candidates for these
preliminary tests, because they do not possess flexible chains and allow for a more simple
control of PICKY good working. Molecules with alkylic tails (for example 5CB) will be used
for successive investigations. Once ascertained the reliability of the algorithm, PICKY will
be inserted in the full FF procedure, and the parameters of an already studied molecule (such
as HAB) could be thus refined and verified in MD simulations.
Finally, we plan to insert the fragment-fragment interaction energies of the FRM method
in the fitting procedure. They could help in cutting down the redundancy of the sets of





GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION OF VAN DER
WAALS DIMERS WITH FRM
In this Chapter a novel approach for exploring the energy minima of the potential
energy surface of large and flexible van der Waals dimers is presented and tested.
The total dimer energy is divided in intra- and inter-molecular contributions which
can be computed at different levels of theory. The intermolecular energy, which
is the time consuming part of the calculation, is computed by means of the Frag-
mentation Reconstruction Method (FRM), making possible the calculation of the
interaction energy of large molecules. The method is validated by performing geome-
try optimizations through a quasi-Newton technique on two benchmark medium-size
systems, where the comparison with a direct ab initio calculation is still computa-
tionally feasible. In both cases, a good agreement is achieved between geometries
and energies of the resulting energy minima. The results presented in this Chap-
ter have been published in the following article: ”Geometry Optimization of Large
and Flexible van der Waals Dimers: A Fragmentation-Reconstruction Approach”,
J. Chem. Theory Comput., 6, 2536, (2010) [167].
5.1 Van der Waals interactions
Van der Waals (vdW) interactions [168, 169, 170, 171, 172] are known to play a relevant role in
many different fields of science, ranging from soft matter [173, 174, 175, 176], to biochemistry
[177, 178, 179], from molecular recognition [180] to nanotechnologies [181, 182, 183] and
astrobiology [184]. The accurate calculation of these interactions with standard Quantum
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Mechanical (QM) or ab initio methods still remains a great challenge. The nature of these
interactions is purely quantum mechanical and strongly relies on a correct representation
of the dynamical electron correlation. For this reason, within the ab initio methods, one
has to employ post-Hartree–Fock (HF) techniques, whose computational cost dramatically
increases along with molecular dimensions. Several strategies based on fragmentation have
been proposed over the years to overcome this problem [25, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129,
130]. They rely on the possibility of dividing the whole system into small sub-systems and
performing the calculations of interaction energies for each sub-system.
If an accurate calculation of interaction energies is problematic, the geometry optimization
of a dimer of flexible molecules with respect to the total energy is even more challenging. The
isolated equilibrium conformation of monomer A, in fact, can be altered by the interactions
with a molecule B. A striking example can be found even in a relatively small molecule such
as biphenyl, where the torsional angle between the two phenyl rings assumes different values
according to the phase (crystal, liquid or gas) in which it is measured (see Ref. [185] and
references therein). That is the reason why dimer energy minimizations need be performed
in a non-rigid monomer geometry approximation.
Moreover, soft matter is characterized [173, 174, 175] by molecular and collective conforma-
tional changes driven by thermal fluctuations. An accurate sampling of several local energy
minima is required to spot the most probable dimer conformations, fundamental to the under-
standing of condensed phase properties. This information can be accessed straightforwardly
with molecular mechanics (MM), but it has been shown recently [114, 186, 187] that liter-
ature force-fields are not able to provide dimer structures in agreement with reference QM
data for a large variety of systems.
A novel approach to study vdW complexes has been developed by our group, where minima
of a dimer PES are explored by optimizing the relative position of monomers A and B, as
well as their intramolecular geometry. This approach has been implemented in an original
software code (POLDO) and takes advantage of the FRM [25, 91] route to intermolecular
energy to perform geometry optimizations of large and flexible vdW dimers that would be
otherwise impracticable with standard methods.
5.1.1 Investigation methods for Van der Waals complexes
Optimization of dimer geometries can become very expensive from a computational point of
view and a compromise with method accuracy is necessary, even if fragmentation methods
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are employed to speed up the computation of the interaction energy.
In the last decade, along with the impressive development of the computational resources,
several groups have reported highly accurate calculations for model π · · ·π interacting sys-
tems. Among others, the groups of Tsuzuki [188, 137], Hobza [136, 186, 179, 189] and Sherrill
[190, 191, 138, 192, 187, 193, 194] have reported interaction energies at CCSD(T) level, extrap-
olated at the complete basis set limit, which is now often referred to as the ”gold standard” of
quantum chemistry. This approach, however, has an extremely high computational cost. It
scales approximatively as N7 and even calculations on monomers become rapidly unfeasible
with the increase of molecular dimensions.
Methods based on density functional theory (DFT) are generally less expensive. Unfor-
tunately, none of the standard density functionals was shown to be able to reproduce even
benzene dimer interaction curves at a qualitative level [195, 196] because of an incorrect evalu-
ation of dispersion contribution. Only recently, Zhao and Truhlar [197, 198, 199] succeeded in
re-parameterizing DFT functional (M06-2X) in order to take dispersion into account, achiev-
ing a reasonable agreement with reference data for benchmark systems [200]. However, very
recent results [189] have put in evidence some defects in the overall representation of the
computed interaction energy curves. In the same paper [189], somewhat better performance
was reported for the dispersion corrected DFT-D approach, where the standard DFT energy
is corrected with an empirical term [201, 202, 193, 194] to reproduce most of the dispersion
interaction energy of aromatic dimers.
Among mixed DFT-wavefunction techniques, SAPT-DFT approach was shown [203, 204,
189] to yield results in good agreement with the most accurate ab initio values. Its scal-
ing properties with both the molecular dimensions and basis sets are more favorable than
CCSD(T) methods [203], but this approach is still computationally too expensive for its
straightforward application to the calculation of large vdW dimers.
Among the wavefunction-based methods, a computationally convenient post-HF method
is the Møller-Plesset second order perturbation (MP2) theory. On the other hand, a major
drawback of the MP2 method is the remarkable over-binding found for aromatic interactions
[205, 206, 188, 190, 193, 207] when large basis sets are employed. To overcome this flaw, a few
MP2-based methods were recently proposed. Among these, the spin-component-scaled MP2
(SCS-MP2) [208] was compared to CCSD(T) reference values for model systems [194, 207],
resulting in a good agreement for π · · ·π interactions, but not for H-bonded systems. The
scaled MP3 method (MP2.5) [207] appears to be more accurate, but the computational cost
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of this method is about one order of magnitude higher than standard MP2. A promising
method [209] combines MP2 and time-dependent TDDFT response theory. It was proposed
to improve the agreement with the reference data on a set of benchmark aromatic dimers, at a
computational cost slightly higher than standard MP2, but the best agreement was obtained
making use of rather large basis sets.
An alternative choice can be the adoption of the standard MP2 method, coupled with a
small basis set (6-31G*), where the polarization exponent is modified to a smaller value (0.25
instead of the standard 0.80) and therefore named 6-31G*(0.25) [210]. The comparison with
more expensive computational methods is positive for molecular complexes with stacking
interactions [114, 211, 212, 189], because the intermolecular energy overestimation found
with larger basis sets is avoided.
5.2 POLDO: a Fortran code for dimer geometry optimizations
POLDO is an original code written in our group in which a new method for accurate geometry
optimizations is implemented. It can be used either to search for the most stable configuration
or to investigate the relative stability of different local minima to explore some relevant
portions of the dimer configurational space. The optimization algorithm is guided by the
energy gradients and an approximate Hessian, in the framework of the so called quasi Newton
methods.
The pivot of the whole procedure is the FRM method (see Section 2.1), thanks to which
a dimer interaction energy can be recovered avoiding the energy calculation on the entire
system. This is a consistent saving of computational costs and it allows for calculations on
molecules made up of a large number of atoms, that would be otherwise unaffordable (such
as large and flexible van der Waals complexes).
For the present purposes it is convenient to express the absolute energy Etot of a vdW
A · · ·B dimer in the following way:
Etot (AB) = ∆E (AB) + E (A0) + E (B0) (5.1)
where the labels A0 and B0 indicate the monomers in their isolated minimum energy con-
formations, whereas AB stands for the dimer geometry. As the last two terms of Equation
(5.1) are constant, the geometry is optimized considering the ∆E (AB) term, which can be
seen as the sum of two separate parts, namely an intermolecular (∆Einter (AB)) and an
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intramolecular (∆Eintra (AB)) contribution,
∆E (AB) = ∆Eintra (AB) + ∆Einter (AB) (5.2)
where
∆Eintra (AB) = [E (A)− E (A0)] + [E (B)− E (B0)] (5.3)
and
∆Einter (AB) = E (AB)− E (A)− E (B) (5.4)
The main reason for considering two distinct contributions in Eq. 5.2 is that accurate
calculation of ∆Eintra and ∆Einter presents a different level of difficulty and in the proposed
approach are computed in different ways. The former term may be evaluated employing
standard QM techniques or by a suitable and accurate MM intramolecular force field (FF).
In this case only the internal geometrical degrees of freedom to be optimized need to be
included in the set of intramolecular coordinates. Conversely, the intermolecular term ∆Einter
is computed using the FRM approach (see Section 2.1), which includes the Counter Poise
(CP) correction [134] to the Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE). FRM approach does not
rely on any specific method/basis set, on the contrary it can be used within whatever method.
This fact, together with the possibility of treating intra- and intermolecular interactions at a
different level of theory make POLDO extremely versatile.
POLDO code makes use of the following geometrical quantities:
1. The translational vector
−→
R ≡ (X,Y, Z), connecting a defined point of monomer A with
a defined point of monomer B. These points may be the monomer center of mass
(default choice), a defined atom or the midpoint of an assigned bond.
2. Vectors
−→
Ω i ≡ (α, β, γ) of each monomer i. −→Ω i (i = A,B) defines the absolute orienta-
tion of one monomer in a fixed reference frame through the three Euler angles α, β, γ.
The rotation center is a point defined within each monomer. As the internal geometry
of both monomers can change during the optimization path, the values of the Euler
angles are not sufficient to describe the effective rotation of each monomer, and should
be merely considered as degrees of freedom. Moreover, since the interaction energy only
depends on the relative orientation, six orientational parameters are a redundant set.
However, the inclusion in the optimization of Euler angles for both monomers, though
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Q i (i = A,B), containing the internal coordinates of both monomers. Although
POLDO can handle in principle any type and number of coordinates, it can sometimes
be preferable [213] to optimize only ”soft” degrees of freedom, i.e. those internal coor-
dinates which exhibit rather flat energy profiles, as for instance torsional angles along
σ bonds. Indeed, considering the low values of the interaction energies as compared
with the intramolecular contribution, it is expected that in common vdW complexes
only the ”soft” degrees of freedom can be significantly affected by the presence of the
second molecule.
The optimization is performed using a gradient-based technique in which at each step
the new geometry is determined by a quasi Newton method. The QM Cartesian gradients
are converted to energy derivatives with respect to the chosen degrees of freedom. The
needed transformation matrices are computed by numerical techniques using a five point
interpolation formula, which assures a sufficient accuracy and avoids singularities connected
with the use of analytical derivatives involving quaternion, in the case of rotational motion.
In particular, for the derivative with respect to the translational degrees of freedom, in which













; I = X,Y, Z (5.5)
where ri (i = 1, ...3NB) are the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms belonging to molecule B














and analogous equations hold for β and γ. Finally the gradients for an internal coordinate
























As many of the internal coordinates are kept frozen, the dummy index i in Equation (5.7)
runs over all atoms involved in a change of the QA(B) coordinate and not only over those
involved in its definition. For instance for biphenyl (see next section), the only internal
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is computed numerically by small rigid rotation
δφA(B) of all atoms of the rings and detecting the corresponding changes δri.
The POLDO code is interfaced with the GAUSSIAN 03 [119] software and automatically
starts a GAUSSIAN run for each QM calculation. The full minimization proceeds through
the following steps.
1. The energy of each isolated monomer is optimized with respect to all its internal co-
ordinates using the method chosen for the intramolecular contribution and reference
energies, E(A0) and E(B0), are recovered.
2. The energy of each monomer at the starting geometry, E(A) and E(B), is computed
with the same method chosen for step 1. POLDO recovers energies, relative Cartesian
gradients and computes the ∆Eintra(AB) contribution according to equation (5.3).
3. POLDO builds all the GAUSSIAN input files needed by the FRM calculation. There-
after all QM runs are automatically performed. Finally, all the resulting energies and
Cartesian gradients are recovered from GAUSSIAN output files and combined in order
to reconstruct the FRM interaction energy term ∆Einter (AB).
4. The full energy Etot is computed as a sum of internal and intermolecular contributions
according to Equations (5.1) and (5.2).
5. All Cartesian gradients are converted into derivatives with respect to the chosen degrees
of freedom and the Hessian matrix is updated for the current geometrical arrangement.
6. A new set of coordinates is computed according to the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
If the total energy gradient and the computed displacements are small enough, the
program ends.
7. Steps 2. to 4. are repeated with the new geometry. If the total energy decreases
POLDO proceeds through steps 5. and 6., otherwise it performs a line search in the
direction of the predicted displacement and it goes back to step 2.
5.3 Two case studies: biphenyl and 5CB
Two benchmark medium-size molecules were chosen to test and validate the proposed method
for dimer optimizations: biphenyl and 4-n-pentyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl (5CB). Biphenyl is a com-
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mon case study for vdW interactions and it was chosen for two main reasons. The first is
that it has sufficiently ”small” molecular dimensions to allow us for direct optimizations
(i.e. without fragmenting) and these are fundamental tests to assess the quality of FRM
performances. The second is that a fragmentation scheme of biphenyl molecule into benzene
moieties had already been validated (at MP2/6-31G*(0.25) level) [114].
5CB was chosen because it is one among the smaller prototypes of vdW dimers containing
three different moieties, namely aromatic (phenyl), substituted aromatic (cyano-phenyl) and
aliphatic (pentyl) bricks and because FRM had already been successfully employed on it, too
(at MP2/6-31G*(0.25) level) [25, 131].
As said previously, POLDO allows for the use of any methods for both intra- and inter-
molecular energies. However, even if FRM reduces the dimensions of the problem avoiding
the computation of the intermolecular energy on the whole dimer, a reasonable compromise
with the method accuracy has to be adopted, also in view of the large number of calculations
possibly involved in a dimer geometry optimization. A brief overview of some investigation
methods for vdW complexes was given in Section 5.1. Among them the MP2/6-31G*(0.25)
level of theory was chosen for this study, as beside its numerous advantages, FRM fragmen-
tation schemes for both molecules had already been validated within this approach.
5.3.1 Computational details
All isolated monomer calculations (Eq. 5.3) were performed at the DFT level of theory,
using the B3LYP functional with a correlation consistent cc-pVDZ basis set. In the case of
biphenyl the intramolecular contribution E(k) (k = A,B), was computed at MM level, using




Cn(1 + cos(nφk)); k = A,B (5.8)
where all the remaining internal coordinates are at their equilibrium values. The set of param-
eters Cn was taken from Ref. [185], where they were derived from accurate QM calculations.
All FRM fragment-fragment calculations were performed at the MP2/6-31G*(0.25) level,
in the supermolecule approach and corrected for the BSSE with the CP correction. MP2
direct optimizations and single point calculations performed on the whole dimers were cor-
respondingly computed with the same basis set and CP corrected.
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5.3.2 MP2/6-31G*(0.25) validation
Large and flexible vdW dimers may exhibit several energy minima, in which the relative
arrangements of the monomers can be very different from simple stacked geometries and
where, for instance, both π · · ·π and H · · ·π interactions play different roles. For this reason,
the validation of any level of theory has to be performed for several geometries. The benzene
dimer is a good candidate for this validation. It can be considered as a prototype of vdW
interactions and, at the same time, its dimensions allow high-level reference calculations.
To this aim, MP2/6-31G*(0.25) interaction energies were computed and results validated
vs those of Ref. [193] and [194]. In these papers Sherrill and coworkers reported the interac-
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Figure 5.1: Interaction energies for sandwich (SW), T-shaped (TS) and parallel displaced (PD) arrangements
of benzene dimer at different levels of theory. E is the ∆Einter (AB) of Eq. 5.4. All energies were taken from
Ref. [193] and [194] where dimer geometries are described in detail (PD displacement is 3.4 A˚). Curves
calculated at MP2/6-31G*(0.25) level are reported with triangles.
tion energy curves for sandwich (SW), T-shaped (TS) and parallel displaced (PD) benzene
dimers at CCSD(T) level, extrapolated at the complete basis set limit (CCSD(T)/CBS),
which can be considered the reference values. In Figure 5.1 some of those curves are shown
and compared with those obtained using the MP2 method with the modified 6-31G*(0.25)
basis set.
Besides maintaining the correct relative order (∆ETSinter ≃ ∆EPDinter < ∆ESWinter), MP2/6-
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31G*(0.25) shows an overall good agreement with the reference data. The accord is quantita-
tive for the SW arrangement, whereas it slightly overestimates and underestimates CCSD(T)/CBS
binding energies for PD and TS geometries by ∼ 0.9 and ∼ 1.5 kJ/mol, respectively. A good
agreement results on the intermolecular separation at the minimum for all geometries. Most
important, the comparisons reported in Ref. [193] and [194] show that all other meth-
ods taken into account perform either worse or comparably. Therefore, MP2/6-31G*(0.25)
method seems a good compromise between accuracy and computational cost, at least for the
benzene dimer.
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5.3.3 Case Study I: biphenyl
Preliminary tests
Two preliminary tests were envisaged on a sandwich configuration of a biphenyl dimer. In
both tests the intramolecular contribution ∆Eintra was computed at MM level according to
Eq. 5.8, while ∆Einter was computed at MP2/6-31G*(0.25) level of theory, within the FRM
approach.
The FRM fragmentation scheme applied to each biphenyl monomer is that shown in Figure




Figure 5.2: Fragmentation scheme for biphenyl: P1 and P2 are two benzenes and H2 is an intruder molecule.
In the above picture, both moieties and intruder molecule have been shifted (red arrows) only for the sake of
clarity (see text). For instance both H atoms of the intruder molecule H2 lie on the C-C bond connecting the
two aromatic moieties. These moieties will be labeled with a further subscript A or B (that is P1A(B), P2A(B),
H2A(B)) depending on which of the two biphenyl monomers they belong to.
respects the necessary electronic density criteria explained in Section 2.1. H atoms were added
to saturate the valence of the resulting C6H5 moieties. The spatial positions of the fragments
are unchanged with respect to the whole molecule and the location of the intruders H2A and
H2B is unambiguously determined by the internal geometry of the saturated fragments. In
other words, the Cartesian coordinates of all atoms in the fragments are unchanged with
respect to the ones in the whole molecule, resulting in a slightly altered H2 bond distance
(0.68 A˚, instead of the equilibrium value of 0.74 A˚). The intermolecular energy of the whole
biphenyl dimer is thus made up of the following contributions (see Figure 5.2):
∆Einter(AB) =
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∆E(P1A · · ·P1B) + ∆E(P1A · · ·P2B) + ∆E(P2A · · ·P1B) + ∆E(P2A · · ·P2B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
PhH···PhH
−
(∆E(H2A · · ·P1B) + ∆E(H2A · · ·P2B) + ∆E(P1A · · ·H2B) + ∆E(P2A · · ·H2B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H2···PhH
) +
∆E(H2A · · ·H2B) (5.9)
where ∆E(iA · · · jB) is the interaction energy between fragment i, belonging to A, and frag-
ment j, belonging to B.
The first test was the optimization of a Face to Face arrangement at a distance of 5.5
A˚ in the Y direction (see Figure 5.3, top panels). The two dihedral angles defining the
















Y = 5.5 A
Y = 5.5 A
Front view
Front view Top view
Top view
Y =3.74 A
Y = 3.71 A
Optimization
Optimization
Figure 5.3: Biphenyl dimer, Test 1 (top panels) and 2 (bottom panels), starting (left) and final (right)
geometries.
the intermolecular distance Y was optimized: all other coordinates were kept frozen to their
initial value, including φ dihedrals. The trend of the total energy and its gradient with
respect to Y along this mono-dimensional minimization are reported in Figure 5.4. In the
left top panel it appears that the total energy Etot(AB) decreases to -5 kJ/mol, shortening
the intermolecular separation from 5.5 A˚ to 3.75 A˚. The energy derivative reported in the
top right panel correctly goes to 0. Owing to planar internal geometry of A and B, the FF
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Figure 5.4: Optimized variables and derivatives during preliminary tests performed on the biphenyl dimer.
Red cross symbols refer to the first test (Test 1, where monomer geometries were constrained to be planar)
and green diamonds to the second test (Test 2, where φ of A and B monomers could relax).
torsional potential energy ∆Eintra(AB) amounts to ≃ 20 kJ/mol, whereas the intermolecular
energy ∆Einter(AB) is ∼ -25 kJ/mol.
In the final geometry (Figure 5.3, top right panel) the phenyl groups of A and B are in
sandwich (SW) and parallel displaced (PD) arrangements. Table 5.1 shows the different
fragment pairs contributions to the intermolecular energy. Dimers P1A· · ·P1B and P2A· · ·P2B
are isoenergetic (∼ -7 kJ/mol), as it could be expected considering the symmetry of their
spatial arrangement. This value results in good agreement with a literature value of -6.7
kJ/mol, recently reported by Sherrill et al. [193] at the best level of theory for two benzenes in
the same stacked SW configuration (at 3.5 A˚). Fragment pairs P1A· · ·P2B and P2A· · ·P1B are,
instead, in a PD geometry and contribute to the total interaction energy for a non negligible
amount (-5.1 kJ/mol). Remaining energy contributions coming from intruder fragments
modify the final sum only in a minor way. It is worth noticing that, due to the fact that
HF contribution is strongly repulsive for the SW benzene moieties, the dispersion is the
main attractive force which accounts for the stability of the biphenyl dimer, at least in this
geometrical arrangement.
In a second test both intra (φ) and intermolecular (Y, αA(B)) coordinates were optimized.
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Fragments iA · · · jB ∆Einter ∆EHFinter
P1A · · ·P1B
P2A · · ·P2B
 (SW ) -7.00 20.41
P1A · · ·P2B
P2A · · ·P1B
 (PD) -5.12 -0.07
H2A · · ·H2B 0.06 0.10
H2A · · ·P1B
H2A · · ·P2B
P1A · · ·H2B
P2A · · ·H2B

0.14 0.47
Biphenyl · · · Biphenyl -24.73 38.90
Table 5.1: Fragment-fragment interaction energies in kJ/mol for the final geometry of the first test (Fig.
5.3, top right). The second and third column reports intermolecular MP2 and HF energies, respectively. All
contributions sum to the interaction energy of the biphenyl dimer with a positive or negative sign according
to Eq. (9).
A and B monomers were displaced in SW arrangement at 5.5 A˚ far from each other and
their inter-ring dihedral φ were set at 5◦ (Figure 5.3, bottom left panel). In the top left
panel of Fig 5.4 it can be seen as the total energy Etot(AB) decreased to -33 kJ/mol during
optimization. The total energetic gain with respect to the former test is ascribed to the
null value of the intramolecular contribution, and to the intermolecular energy which lowered
by ∼ 8 kJ/mol. The coupling between intermolecular and internal degrees of freedom is
rather evident during optimization. As the intermolecular distance drops below 4 A˚, the
interaction between the phenyl rings helps the rotation of the φ dihedral, which starts a
rapid increase toward ∼ 40◦. During the final steps, conversely, even small changes of φ may
lead to repulsive arrangements of P1A · · ·P1B and P2A · · ·P2B fragment pairs, causing abrupt
changes in the energy gradient with respect to Y. However, the intermolecular distance Y
eventually decreases to 3.71 A˚ , not far from the value found in the previous test, showing
that the internal flexibility does not modify the equilibrium separation. In fact, in the final
geometry (φA ≃ φB ≃ 40◦) intramolecular contributions are null, indicating that, at least for
this particular arrangement, two-body interactions are not sufficient to move φ towards the
planar geometry observed in the crystal phases of biphenyl.
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Table 5.2 lists all the contributions to ∆Einter(AB) from the fragment pairs. In the final
Fragments iA · · · jB ∆Einter ∆EHFinter
P1A · · ·P1B
P2A · · ·P2B
 (PD) -10.36 23.28
P1A · · ·P2B
P2A · · ·P1B
 (CD) -5.52 1.18
H2A · · ·H2B 0.07 0.12
H2A · · ·P1B
H2A · · ·P2B
P1A · · ·H2B
P2A · · ·H2B

0.30 0.72
Biphenyl · · · Biphenyl -32.89 46.16
Table 5.2: Fragment-fragment interaction energies in kJ/mol for the final geometry of the second test (Fig.
5.3, bottom right). The second and third column reports intermolecular MP2 and HF energies, respectively.
geometry, fragment pairs [P1A · · ·P1B ; P2A · · ·P2B] and [P1A · · ·P2B ; P2A · · ·P1B] are found
in PD and CD (Cross Displayed) arrangements, respectively (see bottom right panel of Figure
5.3). Thus the introduction of internal flexibility allows the formation of PD fragments that
are more stable than the SW ones found in Test 1 (where the planarity was imposed) and
cause the aforementioned energy decrease of 8 kJ/mol.
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Validation
The starting geometry was created by randomly displacing monomer B and setting both φ
at 28◦ as shown in Figure 5.5. The energy of this dimer is -10.8 kJ/mol and it results from
a sum of ∆Einter = -15.4 kJ/mol and ∆Eintra = 4.0 kJ/mol. The dimer conformation was
optimized with POLDO software by varying the translational (
−→
R ) and rotational (
−→
ΩB) sets
of coordinates together with the internal dihedrals φA and φB.












B97D finalMP2 finalInitial configuration Poldo final
Figure 5.5: Complete optimization of a randomly placed biphenyl dimer. Starting (left column) and POLDO
optimized (second column) geometries are shown from different points of view. The third and fourth columns
refer to MP2 and B97D direct optimizations of the whole dimer, respectively.
tendency of the two biphenyl monomers to realign their para axes, in order to maximize the
π · · ·π interactions. The inclusion of translational degrees of freedom allows the molecules
to move along Y reducing their distance to 3.6 A˚, with a small displacement (-1.7 A˚) along
the X direction. Both torsional dihedrals reach the equilibrium value found for the isolated
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monomer. The result is a local dimer minimum, almost isoenergetic (-31.5 kJ/mol vs -32.9
kJ/mol) with that found in the second test of the preliminary optimizations, where the




◦ 40.0◦ 34.6◦̂HA4 CA1 CB1 HB4 4.6◦ 8.0◦ 9.6◦
HA4 H
B
4 3.85 A˚ 4.04 A˚ 3.91 A˚
HA4′H
B
4′ 3.84 A˚ 3.62 A˚ 3.92 A˚
CA4 C
B
4 3.81 A˚ 3.97 A˚ 3.87 A˚
CA4′C
B
4′ 3.80 A˚ 3.64 A˚ 3.88 A˚
CA1 C
B
1 3.70 A˚ 3.81 A˚ 3.79 A˚
CA1′C
B
1′ 3.70 A˚ 3.74 A˚ 3.79 A˚
E(AB) -34.2 kJ/mol -31.5 kJ/mol -31.2 kJ/mol
Table 5.3: Optimized biphenyl dimer: total energy and geometrical values obtained with a direct MP2
(second column), POLDO (third column) and B97D optimizations.
biphenyl long axes were constrained to be parallel. Some relevant geometrical data of the
final optimized dimer are reported in Table 5.3.
As biphenyl molecular dimensions still allow us for an MP2 direct optimization on the
whole dimer, this was performed for comparison and for the validation of our method. The
direct MP2 optimization was performed with the same basis set employed in all fragment-
fragment calculations, that is 6-31G*(0.25), starting from POLDO final geometry, and each
optimization step was CP corrected for BSSE. The final energy found with the direct MP2
route is -34.2 kJ/mol: 2.7 kJ/mol more attractive with respect to the minimum computed by
our algorithm. This difference can be ascribed to the different level of theory used for ∆Eintra
and to small rearrangements of the internal geometry which are allowed in direct MP2 but
not in POLDO. It is worth stressing that this energy difference cannot be attributed to FRM
inaccuracies, as the direct MP2 energy of the final geometry obtained by POLDO is -31.9 vs
-31.5 kJ/mol.
A further test was performed by optimizing the whole biphenyl dimer using a DFT-D tech-
nique, namely the B97D functional with the TZV2P basis set as first proposed by Grimme
[202]. The performances of this dispersion corrected approach were recently tested [194] on
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the benzene dimer, giving results comparable with the MP2/6-31G*(0.25) method, as re-
ported in Figure 5.1. A B97D calculation was performed on the final geometry optimized
by POLDO and an intermolecular energy of -29.7 kJ/mol was found. Conversely, the final
optimized energy found with this method was -31.2 kJ/mol, not far from the direct MP2
value, and very close to the one obtained with POLDO procedure.
Fragments iA · · · jB ∆Einter ∆EHFinter
P1A · · ·P1B




P1A · · ·P2B




H2A · · ·H2B 0.05 0.09
P1A · · ·H2B




H2A · · ·P1B




Biphenyl - Biphenyl -31.51 49.35
Table 5.4: Fragment-fragment energy contributions (kJ/mol) in the POLDO optimization of the biphenyl
dimer. The second and third column report intermolecular MP2 and HF energies, respectively.
In Table 5.3 geometrical values for direct MP2 and B97D optimizations are reported for
comparison and in Figure 5.5 POLDO, direct MP2 and B97D final geometries are shown in
second, third and fourth columns, respectively. Notwithstanding the satisfactory agreement
among the three energy values, the final optimized geometries show some minor differences,
suggesting that the PES around the minimum is rather flat. All algorithms predict a non
planar value for φA and φB and an intermolecular distance in the range 3.7-3.9 A˚. An estimate
of how much A and B long axis are collinear can be gained measuring the dihedral angle
defined by the quadruplet of atoms HA4 − CA1 − CB1 − HB4 . The latter goes from an initial
value of 38◦ to a final one of 5◦, 8◦ and 10◦ in the direct MP2, POLDO and B97D optimized
geometries, respectively.
Within the FRM, the intermolecular energies of all fragment pairs are directly available
and can be used to get a deeper insight into the forces driving the optimization. Referring
to the fragment labels defined in Figure 5.2, it can be seen that in the final geometry the
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benzenes of A and B monomers are in parallel (PD) and cross displaced (CD) arrangements.
In Table 5.4, energy contributions for all fragment pairs are reported. From these values it
results that also the moities placed in CD geometries give a not negligible contribution to the
intermolecular energy, even though the major contribution comes from the PD arrangements.
5.3.4 Case study II: 5CB
5CB dimer was chosen as second benchmark calculation. In this case, both intra- and inter-
molecular energies were computed with QM methods. The intramolecular energy was evalu-
ated at the DFT level (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ) and the intermolecular calculations were performed









Figure 5.6: 5CB fragmentation scheme. All moieties are labeled with a subscript A or B (i.e. PhHA(B))
depending on which of the two 5CB monomers they belong to.
Each 5CB monomer was fragmented by a cut along the inter-ring bond and the aromatic-
aliphatic linkage. The valence of all fragments was saturated with H atoms, obtaining for
each monomer three moieties (cyanobenzene, benzene and n-pentane) and two H2 intruder
molecules [131], as shown in Figure 5.6.
Energy minima were searched starting from different configurations. The two molecular
long axis can be considered in first approximation as lying along the cyano-biphenyl para
axis, so that Parallel (P) and Antiparallel (An) arrangements can be distinguished according
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Geometry ∆E(AB) ∆Eintra(A) ∆Eintra(B) ∆Einter(AB)
PFF1 -44.40 0.77 1.30 -46.47
PFF2 -47.23 0.79 2.85 -50.87
PSF -31.05 0.37 0.04 -31.46
PD -39.86 0.00 0.00 -39.86
An -51.16 0.33 0.02 -51.51
Table 5.5: 5CB, summary of optimized energies for different arrangements. All energies are in kJ/mol.
on their mutual orientation. In the first, the long axes point in the same direction, while
they point in opposite directions in the second. Among all possible P dimers Face-to-Face
(PFF), Side-to-Face (PSF) and Displaced (PD) geometries were investigated. In PFF the
aromatic rings of the two monomers are in a sandwich spatial disposition, they are found
in a T-shaped geometry in the PSF and Parallel displaced geometries were obtained from
PFF by displacing one monomer along its long axis. Final energy contributions and selected
geometrical quantities for all investigated arrangements are summarized in Table 5.5 and 5.6,
respectively.









Figure 5.7: 5CB PFF1 (starting (a) and final (b)) and PFF2 (starting (c) and final (d)) geometries. (c) was
obtained from (b) through rotation of the first dihedral of the side chain.
isolated optimized conformation were superimposed. After that, monomer B was shifted
by 5.5 A˚ along the vector normal to the central ring plane and an αB = 180
◦ rotation
was performed (geometry (a) in Figure 5.7). During optimization PFF1 turns into a sort
of PD arrangement: the aromatic rings come nearer, but a displacement takes place along
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the long molecular axis and the X direction (see Figure 5.7). In the final configuration
(geometry (b) in Figure 5.7), 5CB long molecular axes are not anymore parallel and the
dihedral angle defined by the quadruplet CA1 − CA1′ − CB1′ − CB1 changes from 0◦ to 20◦. A
possible cause of this rotation may be the CN dipole - dipole repulsion. As far as dihedral
PFF1 PFF2 PSF PD An
φA − φB 29.0 - 30.0 30.0 - 27.0 31.8 - 37.5 34.0 - 33.0 32.0 - 34.0̂CA1 CA1′CB1′CB1 -20.7 -31.4 -24.0 13.7 -14.7
N-N 4.2 4.8 6.4 5.95 13.6
C4-C4 3.8 4.1 5.7 5.7 3.7 (C4-C4′)
C1-C1 3.7 3.7 5.1 5.4 3.7 (C1-C1′)
C1′-C1′ 3.7 3.8 4.9 5.2 3.7 (C1′-C1)
C4′-C4′ 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.0 3.9 (C4′-C4)
Table 5.6: Characterization of the resulting 5CB dimer minima by selected geometrical quantities. Angles
are reported in degrees and distances in A˚.
angles are concerned, it is interesting to note that inter-ring (φ) values are different from
the ones computed in gas phase (∼ 42◦), but similar to those expected in condensed phase
(∼30◦) [121]. Conversely, no conformational changes are induced in side chains by dimer
interactions. The total energy of the dimer, Etot(AB), decreases from -17.5 kJ/mol to -44.4
kJ/mol, with A and B intramolecular energies accounting for 0.8 and 1.3 kJ/mol, respectively,
and ∆Einter(AB) = -46.5 kJ/mol. As reported in Table 5.7, FRM correctly reconstructs the
interaction energy, once more. An MP2 direct calculation performed on the final POLDO
optimized whole dimer geometry gives, in fact, ∆Einter(AB) = -47.5 kJ/mol.
The most relevant fragment-fragment contributions to ∆Einter are reported in Table 5.7. As
expected, the main contributions to the total intermolecular energy come from the π · · ·π pair
interactions. Cyanobenzene pair is found in a PD-like configuration whose large stability is
little affected by the repulsive dipole-dipole interaction, due to the aforementioned rotation of
the CN groups. The second contribution comes from the benzene pair, which takes advantage
from the SW to PD displacement. In the optimized geometry, chain-chain interactions do not
contribute significantly, because they point in opposite directions. If one of them is rotated by
180◦ around the para axis of 5CB, PFF2 geometry is generated as shown in Figure 5.7 ((c)).
After optimization (Figure 5.7, (d)), the chain · · · chain energy amounts to -5.35 kJ/mol (see
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Fragment iA · · · jB PFF1 PFF2 PSF PD An
PhCN · · · PhCN -14.50 -12.97 -7.37 -9.86 -3.54
PhCN · · · PhH -7.77 -8.62 -5.95 -0.53 -14.09
PhCN · · · C5H12 -0.58 -0.61 -0.44 -0.05 -5.25
PhH · · · PhCN -4.86 -5.23 -1.75 -13.75 -14.81
PhH · · · PhH -10.36 -9.74 -8.65 -6.56 -6.09
PhH · · · C5H12 -2.62 -2.44 -3.39 -0.38 -0.45
C5H12 · · · PhCN -0.20 -0.18 -0.13 -2.34 -4.72
C5H12 · · · PhH -1.63 -3.27 -1.27 -4.58 -0.42
C5H12 · · · C5H12 -1.34 -5.35 -2.62 -1.15 -0.02
∆Einter(AB) total -46.47 -50.87 -31.46 -39.86 -51.51
Direct MP2: -47.50 -51.09 -31.63 -40.17 -52.57
Table 5.7: 5CB, more relevant optimized fragment-fragment contributions to the dimer ∆Einter(AB) in
different geometries. In the last row the MP2 energy computed on the whole POLDO optimized geometry is
reported. All energies are in kJ/mol.
Table 5.7) and, due to the fact that all other fragment pair interactions are little affected by
this chain rotation, PFF2 total interaction energy decreases from -46.7 kJ/mol (PFF1-opt)
to -50.9 (PFF2-opt).
The next optimization was performed selecting a PSF arrangement as starting geometry
(see Figure 5.8, left panel), which is characterized by a T-shaped-like initial disposition of the
aromatic rings. Owing to the stability of the T-shaped benzene dimer, an interaction energy
comparable with the previous ones was expected. However, as reported in Table 5.7, this was
not the case. The main reason resides in a reduced stability of the PhCN dimer in a T-shaped
configuration with respect to a PD one. On the contrary, the T-shaped benzene pair accounts
for the maximum contribution (-8.6 kJ/mol) to the total intermolecular energy. This global
lower interaction is consistent with the φA, φB values closer to those of the isolated molecule.
Another test was devised by displacing the monomer B of PFF1 dimer by ∼ 4 A˚ along Z
in a PD arrangement. During optimization, a β rotation of B took place, together with minor
translational shifts bringing the C4 atom of B in front of the C1′ of A monomer. A better
comprehension of spatial displacement of A and B can be gained looking at the intermolecular
energies of fragment-fragments pairs, as reported in Table 5.7. Benzene-cyanobenzene pairs
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Figure 5.8: Parallel side-face (PSF, left panel), parallel displaced (PD, central panel) and antiparallel (An,
right panel) starting and final geometries.
contribute by -13.75 kJ/mol and -0.53 kJ/mol, because the displacement along Z led the
former pair in a stacked conformation and the latter to large distance. The optimized PD
dimer is also stabilized by π · · ·π homo-dimer interactions (-9.86 and -6.56 kJ/mol) as well
as one pentane-cyanobenzene pair (-4.58 kJ/mol). The final interaction energy ∆Einter(AB)
sums up to -39.86 kJ/mol, showing that the PD optimized geometry is a local minimum more
stable than the PSF dimer, but less favorable than the PFF ones.
Finally, an antiparallel Face-to-Face (An) 5CB dimer geometry was generated. This con-
figuration is reported in Figure 5.8 and it was obtained rotating monomer B of 180◦ around
β and displacing it at 6 A˚ far from A, along Y. In this way the C4 atom of one molecule faces
the C4′ of the other, and the C1 atom of A(B) overlooks the C1′ atom of B(A). During the
optimization Y distance decreased to 3.7 A˚ and B was subjected to a small β rotation. This
caused a non perfect stacking of the aromatic rings in the final configuration. By Table 5.7
it appears that the most important contributions are the cyanobenzene-benzene interactions,
each accounting for ∼-14 kJ/mol. This is due to the antiparallel arrangement and it was not
seen in the previous cases. The cyanobenzene and benzene homo-dimer contributions are
much smaller, whereas the aliphatic-aromatic interactions play now an important role. Once
again side chain dihedrals are not affected by the presence of the second molecule, whereas
inter-ring dihedral is found around 33◦. The final interaction energy ∆Einter(AB) is -50.1
kJ/mol. This suggests that, at least for the phase space explored here, dimers of An type
are the most stable configurations. This conclusion seems to be consistent with experimental
observation of 5CB’s nematic phases with zero permanent dipole (see Ref. [91] and references
therein). This is an example of how information on dimers can help in a deeper understand-
ing of condensed phase properties: in this case the origin of the lack of permanent dipole in
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5CB condensed ordered phases can, in fact, be tracked down to the greater stability of the
antiparallel configuration of the dimers.
5.4 Conclusions
The optimization procedure implemented in the POLDO code was successfully tested on
some biphenyl and 5CB dimers. Thanks to the use of FRM the computational cost of
the intermolecular interaction was lowered by almost four and five times (for biphenyl and
5CB, respectively), with respect of a direct (without fragmentation) performance. This is
a great advantage, together with the possibility of computing inter- and intra-molecular
interactions at different level of theory. In the next future we plan to employ this method
for the geometry optimization of large systems with a particular attention to molecules of
biological interest. Indeed, this approach allows to take into account, during the optimization
process, selected internal degrees of freedom, while retaining a fixed geometry for more rigid
parts of the monomer under study. This possibility seems for instance to fit the case of
nucleobase quadruplets, where the flexibility around H-bonds of two base pairs can be taken
into account together with the intermolecular separation of the stacked pairs, whereas the
planarity of the aromatic rings may be kept frozen during optimization.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The aim of this work has been the validation and the development of some computational
methods for the study of molecular interactions in soft matter, in particular in liquid crystals.
On one side, a novel approach for exploring the energy minima of the potential energy
surface of large and flexible van der Waals dimers was tested on two benchmark molecules
[167]. This method allows the geometry optimization of a dimer with respect to the total
energy, which is the sum of the intra and intermolecular contributions. Its strong point is the
cheap way the interaction energy is computed, while preserving a good accuracy. In fact, the
optimization of large flexible dimers becomes rapidly unfeasible along with molecular dimen-
sions as very expensive methods are required for an accurate evaluation of the interaction
energy. Pivot of the optimization procedure is therefore the Fragmentation-Reconstruction
Method (FRM) [25], thanks to which the expensive (sometimes unaffordable) calculation of
the intermolecular energy is substituted by many computations on well smaller molecules.
On the other side, some strategies were investigated for the parameterization of force fields
to be used in molecular dynamics simulations. In this context, a protocol developed in our
group [25] was tested on a mesogenic molecule, namely 4,4’-diheptylazoxybenzene (HAB).
In this parameterization the intra and intermolecular contributions to the force field were
derived separately, in two main steps.
Firstly, the conformational and configurational spaces of the molecule monomer and dimer,
respectively, were explored with suitable quantum mechanical (QM) methods. In particular,
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the interaction energy of the dimer was computed within the FRM approach.
Secondly, parameterized model potentials Einter and Eintra were fitted on the QM energies
obtaining the parameters of the force field, equilibrium values and force constants of internal
coordinates on one side and interaction parameters (q, σ, ǫ) on the other.
Different models of HAB were studied, varying the definition of the interacting sites (united
atom or full atomistic approaches) and the form of the intermolecular potential (Lennard-
Jones or Buckingham). Both approaches produced satisfactory results, succeeding in the
correct prediction of HAB smectic behavior and providing estimates for various observable
properties in good agreement with experimental data. However, the models seemed incapable
of predicting the nematic behavior of HAB.
This fact led to a deeper analyses of the protocol weaknesses and two main limits emerged.
The first can be found in the way the configurations for the QM database of energies were
selected. With an a priori selection, in fact, a reference database which is not representative
of bulk phases can be obtained, as some populated geometries might go neglected.
The second is that during the sampling the internal geometries of A and B monomers were
kept frozen to their minimum. This limits severely the regions of the dimer configurational
space that can be sampled and runs out the possibility of a simultaneous exploration of the
monomer conformational one.
To overcome these limits the possibility of choosing the dimer geometries from an MD trajec-
tory was considered. This approach allows for an iterative improvements of the intermolecular
parameters and it is currently under study in our laboratory. A strategy for a systematic
selection of dimer configurations has been coded in a Fortran program, named PICKY. Tests
are being carried on to improve and validate the code performances first on simple case stud-
ies and then on more complex (flexible) large molecules.
At the same time, a strategy to reduce the redundancy of the sets of intermolecular param-
eters is being developed. This redundancy is a direct consequence of fitting the dimer PES
on a limited number of points and the choice of a certain set among many others, even with
very similar standard deviations, is pivotal for the success of a simulation. Unfortunately,
the approach tested on HAB lacked of objective choosing criteria (apart from the standard
deviation) and the parameter set had to be chosen, at least in minor part, according to the
results of short MD runs. In this way, however, the ab initio nature of the force field was
weakened. In this context, we plan to insert the fragment-fragment interaction energies,
available thanks to the use of FRM, in the fitting procedure. These energies are expected
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to give useful information on how contributions to the total interaction energy arise from
the different molecular portions and they might succeed in guiding the model function Einter
towards more physically sound minima.
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